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ANNI BARNUM
LINDA FARRRLL CAROLI VIODH
Royalty is present 
in 38th Poly Royal
Reigning over the 38th Poly 
Royal, which la spanning April 
24-25, la Fresno co-ed Anne 
Barnum.
The 21 year-old social science 
m ajor, who plans to begin 
graduate study and qualify for 
elementary teaching, enrolled for 
classes In 1966.
She Is a member of the Car­
dinal Key honorary service 
society and the Music Board of 
Control. She Is also a member of 
the Women's Glee Club and last 
year w u  uic auiiur h  i m  m ane.. 
D e p a r t m e n t  A lu m n a e  
Newsletter’.
She, like all other candidates 
had to be a senior with a 
cumulative grade point average 
of 2.7 or better. She was spon­
sored by the campus Rally Club.
Assisting Miss Barnum in the 
two-day monarchy over campus 
will be her four princesses: Mary 
Candiello, Linda Farrell, Kathy 
Nesbitt and Carole Voder.
Miss CandielL, a native of El 
Segundo, Is an English major and 
Is active In the Women's Glee 
Club and the Rally Gub. She Is 
also secretary of the Senior Week 
Committee.
Miss Farrell, who hails from 
Gridley, is a social science major 
and a member of the campus 
chapter of Pi Gamma Mu, an 
honor society for social science 
students and professionals.
Miss Nesbitt is majoring in 
enuer development ana oeiongs to 
the C ardinal Key honorary 
service society. She Is also a 
member In the campus ski club. 
Her home Is In San Juan 
Capistrano.
Mias Vedder, of Sacramento, is 
a home economics major and a 
member of the American Home 
Economics Association and the 
Gamma Sigma Sigma honorary 
service society.
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K.lcoiM to  tho l l t h  annual P o ly  Ro ya l, our 'C o u n try  P a ir  on a collage
Campua. " • — ,
*  whether you afa a parant, a atudant, a proapacttva atudant. o r Juet a '  
a ltia an m taraatod In  c a l p o ly 'a  prograa. o r In  Jo in in g  ua on th in  
plaaaant ocoaalon, 1 know th a t you w i l l  f in d  nuoh o f in ta ro a t.
Thoaa who hava not baan on o u r canpua fo r  many yaara w i l l  probably ba 
anaiod at tha ohangaa they obaarva hero th la  weekend. Th ia  w i l l  alao 
ba true fo r racont graduataa who re tu rn - t o  tha caaipua. fo r wa hava 
changed a great deal In  a abort t ln a .  wa hava added nora f a o l l l t la a  
and aore academic prograna i wa hava accepted nora otudente and wa 
hava added to  tha nuabar o f fa c u lty  and a ta ff ,
in  theee daya o f canpua un ra a t. Cal P o ly  haa baan favored by a w id e -' 
■praad a p lr l t  o f cooperation and a w illin g n e a a  to work fo r change 
through cone truc tlve  nethoda. in  tha e a r ly  daya o f P o ly  Royal whan 
you vara In v ite d  ta  a da nonetra tlon , I t  probably nftent an o p p o rtu n ity  
to view an a c t iv it y  auch aa a m ilk in g  co nto rt o r a fe rn  aachlndry 
* ope t in  bn Today th a "w o rd 'l da iaonatratlon' oh a c a l l  age c a a p u in e y " ' 
hava an onlnoua round The naanlng o f worda nay change, but tha 
underlying purpoao behind P o ly  Royal rename tha aanai Wa at ca l P o ly  
want etudante. paronta. and tha ganara l p u b lic  to  know and underetand 
what wa era doing hare. T h la  apecia l iaaua o f tha wuatana p a lly  la  
the largaat aver produced fo r  P o ly  R o ya l. Tha growth o f our lo u rn a lla n  
pragran la  aynbollc  o f tha growth o f  o th e r acadaalc prog ram a a t tha 
Collage. Tha la rg e  nap inc luded In  th ia  e d it io n  w i l l  he lp you to  plan 
your v le l t  ta a hundred e x h lb lte , d la p la ye , concaaaiona. and nora than 
tventy apecial avanta o ffe re d  fo r your anjaynant and in e tru c t io n .
Cal Po ly haa grown, but we w i l l  never ba too la rg o  to ealend tha hand 
af frlend ehlp 'and aarvlca to  tha people a t tha gtata o f C a lifo rn ia .
I  hope your v la l t  to  tha canpua - -  ba i t  your f l r a t  o r your 10th  — 
w i l l  ba enjoyable aa w a ll aa ed ucationa l.
President Robert I .  Kennedy Photo by Rich Oroetmonn
Watched cam pus grow Covor photo* by jock W ilto n  
Journalism Department
•  T O  M i n i m  O r  m o s t
Mn m l ooiooo ctiirowNu
Ml-dOdd
Robert E. Kennedy, president 
i  this college, has been a 
member of the faculty and ad- 
mininitrative staff here since 
WO. He hss helped the college 
pw  from sn enrollment of 739 
*hen he arrived on the San Luis 
Obispo campus to more than 
11.000 students today.
Kennedy joined the faculty 
here in 1940 as an Instructor in 
Enjtjiih and journalism, became 
w a of the Journalism Depart­
ment in 1940, and was named 
labile relations director in 1949. 
From 1950 to 1957 he served as 
•“ tetsnt to the president under 
J* late Julian A. M cPhee. 
wnnedy was dean of the Arts 
Sciences Division from 1957 
to 1050.
Kennedy served as vlce- 
P**went of the college from 1959
jjhfomia State Colleges in April,
•n< president has served on 
statewide educational 
r ^ t t l l i  in his 30 years as a 
t^ornis State College faculty 
® ^ r  end administrator, He is 
J J S *  °f the Student Affairs 
2 2 * ^  01 016 Chancellor's 
S f . 11 the State College 
H**w*nts, and a member of the 
S®*n national board of
j e t t o n  of state Coileges and
of *** only president
* 1 Celifomla State CoUege who
is a product of that system. He 
received his bachelor of arts 
degree in 1930 from San Diego 
State College where he majored 
in English. He earned his 
m aster’s degree in journalism 
from Stanford University in 1950
and his Ph. D. degree in 
educational administration from 
Claremont Graduate School in 
1966.
Kennedy is married and has 
four children, two of whom 
graduated from this college.____
§ l l z \ . E R
STEAK HOUSE
C andle Factory
President’s W elcom e
TOP SIRLOIN
% - —X*
Between
Poly 
Royal
Events
C T p e n  i - r i .  &  b a i '  A p r i l  24V 25 
-  10:30 a.m. ’til 2:00 a m. .
Your Kind pf Place
790 Foothill
W AN TED!! 
U SED  BOOKS
Loon's Toy and BOOK Stora 
659 Higuara 543-5039
YOUNG LOUIS
_______ Photo by Mick>y Hichi
Construction of an ice rink lor 
use during Poly Royal is nearing 
completion by students in the 
E nvironm ental Engineering
Department.
OPEN TO THE PUBUC 
at WHOLESALE PRICES
TV-RADIO-STEREO-HI FI-PARTS
picture tubes— television A radio tubes A pad* 
phene needles—-recording tape— test equipment 
teels— citizen's band equipment— antennas— «•*•*
rotors— changers— speakers— enclosures
Sam's photo facts A technical books
SONY TAPE RECORDERS, TV ’*, RADIOS
MID STATE
Electronic Supply Inc.
543-2770
1441 Monterey San Luis Oblsp*
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K N O W  T H E  
R E A S O N S  W H Y
. for a more satisfying diamond'purchase
MEMBER AM ERICAN 
O I M R O C IE U  ,
There are no secrets in diamond pricing.
A diamond's value is based on its c h a rac te r-o n
cutting, clarity, color and carat weight. So before 
you buy a diamond come in and see how our 
"facts" policy can help you make a wiser purchase. 
Benefit from our membership in the American
Gem Society. It costs no more . . .  and you'll 
be much more pleased with your choice.
B R A S IL 'S  J E W E LE R S  ™> Higuar. »t slo
Young Louis honored
In the 1920's he came to the 
agriculture-oriented Cal Poly 
because he didn't want to be a 
farm er.r
In 1934 he saved the Poly Royal 
Queen from being without her 
cerem onial headgear by 
fashinoning a crown out of card­
board and glitter.
In 1960 he was named 
"Alumnus of the Year" and in 
1968 was awarded a special 
"M ustang Award" for en­
thusiastic support of of college 
activities.
And In 1970, Young IajuIs, a 1923 
graduate of this college will 
return to the campus to be the 
honored guest of the 38th annual 
Poly Royal.
Now a com m ercial 
photographer, Louis had a brief 
fling at agriculture when he went 
to work on one of his father’s seed 
farms. The long hours in the field 
did not appeal to his fancy. His 
next employment was that as a 
restaurant worker. By the time 
he worked his way up to second 
cook he realized that the hours of 
a cook were worse than that of a 
farm er..
After joining the Elmo Theatre 
as a stage hand, and working his 
way up to projectionist, Louis 
declcded that he had better go to 
college to study as an electrician.
He realized that if the projector 
ever broke he would have to do 
some searching before he could 
find someone to repair it.
After his 1923 graduation Louis 
was instrumental in setting up a 
student loan fund in the name of 
his electrical engineering in­
structor, Dr. J. W. Wilder.
Fourty-seven years after his 
graduation Louis says he would 
“like to see a closer relationship 
between the college and the 
city." Louis feels that “although 
the administration is making 
efforts," he would like to see the 
“local people make more of an
effort. They would be more i».
terested if they knew more about
what was going on at the collate 
If they were made to Z\ 
welcdtne . , .  more civic grout* 
could view the programs in* 
tion: ornamental horticulture 
electronics, and so forth.” 1
Of the campus mood today 
Ixniis feels that “Poly 
are doing a fine job of ketpiq 
themselves on an even keel.” He 
feels that students of this college 
a re  "clear-thinking" young 
people "who do not need to it 
t ra c t  attention through 
radicalism.”
Grab a Quick
Snack
M cDonalds
i f r l a d o n n a  p jt
This giant tight foot cube w ill rest on tho li­
brary la*jp daring Poly Royal. Constructed by 
student architects, the cube is to serve as a 
graphic unity for this year’s Poly Royal.
WASHINGTON (U P I)-T h e  
draft call for May will drop to 
IS,000 men, the Defense 
Department said today. The 
quotas in February, March and 
April were 19,000 each.
A Pentagon spokesman Jerry 
W. Friedheim, said, “ I wouldn’t 
read any significance into this
drop," explaining that draft calls 
flucuate in accordance with the 
number of men leaving the
service.
Defense Secretary Melvin R. 
I^aird said recently he expected 
draft calls this year would be 
‘‘210,000 or below”, or averaging 
18,000 men per month.
/
D on't m i t t  "M ASH"
•T o n ig h t
O p o n S M —
S h o w tlm ti 7:00-9: IQ 
•S ttu rd ty -O p tn  4:30 
S h o w tim n  5 00 7 10-9 20 
•C on tlnuou t Sunday 
From 2:00».m.
“ A cockeyed 
m asterp iece- 
see it lw ice ."
-Joseph Morgenttern.
N t w t w e e k
is the best 
A m e r i r * i u 4 i a r ^  
comedy since 
sound came in!"
— Peulmt heel. 
New Yorker
Tomodachi Kai 
supports
Mustang Daily
Tomodachi- Kai, m eaning 
“friend club” , will be displaying 
posters and free brochures on 
Expo 70 during Poly Royal in 
Engineering East 139 and 140.
The newly formed club will also 
be showing two films on Japan 
and Expo and offering free 
serigraphy of n a m e s -  
translations of English names 
into Japanese characters.
-Friday, April 24, i m - P f
UTTLE CHEF 
OPEN 24 HOURS
UTTLE  CHEF 
FRIED CHICKEN 
COCKTAIL LOUNGE
PANCAKES OUR SPECIALTY
544-2020
FREE PARKING 1761 MONTERY ST
e n n e q f
ALW AYS F IR S T  QUALITY ™
The Friendly P lace” 
of
San Luis Obispo
WELCOMES -
to
POLY ROYAL 1970
C o m e in and  V is it Us!
868 Higuera
Join
Poly
Roy„al
Queen  
Anne, 
J o r  an 
evening
of fine 
dining
FISHER
’  tsr  ■ • _____  •__________
STEAK HOUSE
MADONNA PLA ZA
Mustang Dally
is proud to represent the
following stereo lines
TH E
CORP.
JBIT
harman
EUC/MIMCORD
another quality product from BENIAMIN.
H E H E ] S X J P E R E X
• • « •
Acoustic Research Inc.
RA
k : i h  I S H f f i l  o ly iv a c a  in c
J V C  Miracord
AR
Pickering
I M I K K O
■ World's Finest VF
CORP.
„ „ S u p e r - S o n ic
;<5>Vpk EVERY WING IN STEREO 
985 Foothill PF.onc 544 0700 
Son Luis Obispo, Culif. 93401
S u p e r -S o n ic
> EVERYTHING IN STEREO 
985 Foothill Phono 544 0700 
4 Son Lu it Obispo, Cold. 91401
CD S C O T T
harman kardon ] ALTEC
C a r T a p e s  back in stock SALE: 2 fo r $4.50!
STEREO COMPONENTS ARRIVING DAILY, AND MOST STEREO COMPONENTS AVAILABLE ONLY AT 
SUPERSONIC IN SAN LUIS OBISPO,985 FOOTHILL, ACROSS FROM BANK OF AMERICA.
YOU WILL FIND NO BETTER PRICES ELSEWHERE AND WE STAND BEHIND OUR SALES.
Trade In Your Old System-We’ll Take It!
See The 
Hi-fi Show 
Poly Royal
Engr. West
SUPERSONIC
Open
Till
10 p.m.
SUPERSONIC
■>? ••!, 
IL
.-a> -.V*;... « r £ * 2 r . "  ~ ~
r See The 
Hi-fi Show 
Poly Royal 
Engr. West Bid.
SUPERSONIC
SUPERSONIC
STEREO
Drill team not 
war mongers
by JOHN CAPUANO 
Staff Writer
War mongera, the Kaydettes’ 
ire not, according to Jane 
FUher. the 19-year-old president 
of the college women’s drill team. 
People mistakenly associate the 
learn with the military at a time 
when such an association Is an 
unpopular one, especially with 
young college students. “We have 
nothing to do with the Army. 
There Is no military obligation. 
We are Just a social 
organization," stresses Miss 
Fisher, a sophomore from San 
Pedro, Calif., who hopes to go 
Into some field of social work 
upon grsduation. - 
Originally organized as a 
ROTC group, Kaydettes now 
attempts to emphasize its image 
u  a social organization, con­
centrating leu  on drill work and 
more on serving the campus and 
community In a volunteer-help 
capacity. In keeping with this 
change, the membership has 
changed Its name from Reserve 
Officer Training Corps Kaydettes 
Drill Team to simply the Cal Poly 
Kiydettu.
Although Kaydettes la a social 
poup, one basic aim la to become 
proficient In fancy drill. Mem- 
bfi draw on the advice and 
direction of the ROTC depart­
ment even though Kayedttea is 
not a part of the department. 
Doug Hidek serves as the group's 
kudent ROTC commander, In­
structing them In various drill 
procedures.
A movement is underway to 
aatabllah a national military 
■rvice and honor society for 
wmen, a counterpart of Seab­
e d  and Blade, the m en’s 
national military service and 
tonor society. "We decided not to 
Pjrddpate because we’ve taken 
"OTC out of our name because 
d  aren’t really part of the 
ROTC. We have a m ilitary  
«*nce adviser because out of 
j» department are people who 
■w how to drill," states Miss 
niter.
She adds that the Kaydettes 
n l  work la regulation drill, not 
Khool type of drill ac- 
®nPtn^  by the band, pom- 
gns and dancing.
Firestoneand
nTexaco
Products
Itllned  
RwtWriei
Hitt
A*ce»sorles
Snienlilit T’ine-
FREE PICK UP 
and
DELIVERY
Benell's
TEXACO
_  *43-9712
’“ » •» .................... „
- When she Joined In her fresh­
man year, Miss Fisher "didn’t 
even know what ROTC stood 
for.” However, a friend belonged, 
and “I couldn't stand the thought 
that she was In something that I 
wasn’t In."
"When I first Joined, I think I 
liked it a lot because as a fresh­
man being up at school away 
from my parents, for the first 
time with nobody to tell me what 
to do, I really felt like it 
(K aydettes) was kind of 
som ething I needed." Jane 
continued her thought by adding 
it was being told to do something 
once a week which made her feel 
that jhe wasn’t completely on her 
own. "Now I don't feel that way 
ao much, but I did than."----------
"A drill team la the kind of 
thing where you have to have 
girls who are going to get along 
because conflict can arise ao 
easily when people get on each 
other's nerves. You have to work 
to g e th er,"  atatea the college 
sophomore. Furthermore, hours 
of practice are necessary in order 
to represent Cal Poly favorably 
in drill com petitions and 
exhibitions throughout the year. 
Past trips include Santa Maria, 
Paso Robles, Santa Barbara and 
Los Banos.
To date, members have paid 
for almost all of their uniform 
material and equipment. Moat of 
the girla m ake their own 
uniforms which consist of a dress 
uniform, a campus uniform, and 
a short parade uniform. The 
group's main source of Income la 
cash aw ards presented at 
paradea. K aydettes is a 
recognized budgeted group under 
Associated Students, In­
corporated.
Formed in the spring of 1963, 
the original group ''onslsted of 34 
members, a surprisingly lv g e  
number for a time when women 
on this campus wars at a shor­
tage.
964 Chorro St. 
San Luis Obispo 
543-3455
Welcome
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poly Royal Visitors
From HURLEY’S
PHARMACY
in C o llege  Square
W t know that you a rt oft an axeltad about 
a trip and somatlmaa you may 
forgat an Itam of Importaneo.
H U RLEY ’S  PHARMACY haa baan 
aarving Cal Poly atudanta for 
yaara and would Ilka to aarva 
you during your stay.
Wa a## watt suppltad wtth eoamatles, 
toilatrtaa and flrat aid auppliaa.
Pharmacist B ill Lay from 
Hurley’s greats Princess Linda 
Parrel and smiles as aha 
admire# the "adorable gift Itam.
Come in 
and te a  us.
W e hope to 
mako your stay 
an enjoyable one.
896 FOOTHILL 
San Luis O b ispo  
543-5950 
Open Even ings 
TIL 9
poly royal
It's fun time 
It's exhibit time 
It’s student recognition time
MMMM/aa AeaW jfsn« M g ^
,  r ^ r »  fp  r r r M g ^ r a r  ' • » r - # w " t V r  (  V d i r  l / r r r w
it's community time 
. *  .~ .to be proud time ---------------------------------------------------------- --------- —
S70 Chorro Street 
San Lu is Obiepo 
S43-34SI
1
MuiUng Dally
Lamp Lighter Motel
Welcomes you to
Poly Royal 
Featuring air conditioning 
King and Queen Size Beds 
“Dreams for Sale"
1604 Monterey St. 543-3709
The A gricultural Business 
Management Club was formed to 
promote leadership and 
scholarship among ABM students 
and to provide service to 
agriculture-related industries.
Amortg the individual benefits 
for active participation in the 
club are the opportunities to work
W E L C O M E  to  P O LY  R O Y A L
H ftM B U R G E R S
S U N D A Y S
U p g r a d e J o s  tcrs
OWNER— Glyn Watts 
590 Marsh
with fellow students, to meet 
potential agricultural-business 
em ployers, and to gain the 
personal satisfaction of doing 
something to im prove the 
educational system.
The club’s objectives are found 
in three areas—the first being to 
stimulate and develop academic 
interesUTn members; second, to 
provide club members the op­
portunity to grow-and develop 
socially; and third, to enable the 
m em bers to develop their 
leadership qualities.
The ABM Club, one g 4, 
busiest groups on campui 
an annual Fall Quarter barL 
sponsors the HomecomJ 
Coronation Ball, rune the col 
cessions at the Poly RoyalRodn 
and holds various seminiui w 
m eetings with promlaem 
speakers throughout the yew 
»••* M i f t u i e  
The fencing team’s number«  
man, Doug Skilling, win b, 
competing in the National NCAA 
F encing Championship this 
weekend at Norte Dame,
Poly Royal Guests!
enjoy
Delicious Indian Food
(for tho firs t time In town)
at
Sitar Restaurant
11:30-2:30 
5:30-9:00 >
Closod Sundays
749 Hifluera 
No. 6 Mission Mali 543-02(8
maxwel
M A H f i N N A  11 f  I A  f J
l a r g e s t  a s p  u s e s i  d e p a r t m e n t  
S T O R E  O S  I I I I  ( E N T R A L  C O A S1 
F E A T U R IN G  A L L  N A M E  B R A N D S .
— VIbH Our Compltt*—
• APPLIANCI D EPA RTM EN T
• SHOE DEPA RTM EN T  
s  RECORD DEPA RTM EN T  
s CAMERA DEPA RTM EN T  
•SPO RTING  GOODS D EPA RTM EN T
• AUTOMOTIVE D EPA RTM EN T
• SUN D RIES D EPA RTM EN T
• HARDWARE D EPA RTM EN T
• JEW ELRY  D EPA RTM EN T
• TROPHY DEPA RTM EN T
• LINEN D EPA RTM EN T.
C o lle y lenne o p
Aten*
J a & h i o n i
* LEVI'S STA-PRESS
JODETTE *  JODY . CAMPUS SPORTSWEAR
ALEX COLEMAN • by JOVE. PUR|TAN SWEATERS
* ARROW DRESS SHIRTS
■ . ‘•s>zy.rym ... ,h as r. — - 4-  — . . .
* TEX-TAN BELTS 
‘ SWANK JEWELRY
* LEE RIDERS '
* A-1 SLACKS 
‘ INTERWOVEN SOCKS
* TONI *: COBBS CORNER
RO-NEL -'^ARNSViLLt
*" COLEGIO •' 
» TOOTiQUE
» HOBNOB
» ARDEE
Ag gTes'Tept b usy
PROM d ix iela n d  to  arias Mustang Dally
Musical variety offered
.• I*  n n n p p r t s  f r n i l h j i r l n n r w  U r m i n a  t l i A  mOpen-air concerts, troubadours 
and quiet, intimate recitals are 
the ways the Music Department 
will contribute to the celebration 
of Poly Royal.
Opening ceremonies will be 
complemented by the first of two 
open-air concerts to be per­
formed by the Symphonic Band. 
The band will give another conert 
it noon, Saturday, on the lawn in 
front of the Business Ad­
ministration and E ducation 
Building. Perform ing several 
times during the year and going 
on tour this group has also made 
s record.
The Concert Band, a small and 
relatively new organisation, will 
give its first concert of the year in. 
the Amphitheater at 2  p.m. today. 
The Collegians, a 14-piece 
donee band will perform a t the 
Coronation Ball Friday night. 
The band performs both popular 
end traditional tunes in the style 
to popular during the days of the 
"Big Bands."
Troubadours during Poly 
Royal come in two varieties, 
vocal and in s tru m e n ta l  The 
vocal group is the “ World 
Famous Majors and Minors," a 
12-man barbershop group.
In keeping with the wandering 
minstrel idea will be the
groups, the.€hamber Singers and 
Dixieland Band, an offshoot of 
the Symphonic Band. Their 
performances rivel those in New 
Orleans.
Post-Poly Royal recital will be 
given Sunday night by two other
a few members of the Chamber 
O rchestra.
The Music Club has also 
planned a display of Music 
Department activities, which will 
include a slide show.'
Friday, April 24, lOTO-Paas >
Complete Bridal and 
Bridesmaid apparel 
Excellent selection 
Sites 3 to 18 
Reasonable prices
MAGNUSON’S
Ta laphona 8 0 - 4 9 3 1 749  HIOUCRA I
L66
Rroers
NEW
‘RODEO C U T1
. . .  n v i a u i r  oiatoNBO ran extra- 
rvu. m  OVER COWBOY BOOTH
L_tho now took In L o t f t id o r t *  i t  Iho 
rodoo c u t" ,  m o d d ilio n  to  t l im  or regular. 
The ta  a u th e n tic  W e tte m  p o n t t  lo t  W att m  
Wa t t  co n  bo) O ff cow boy ta ilo red  to r o i ltm , 
t n u |  t i t  tro m  w o n t to  knee, Ih e n  cu t 
t t ro ig h t  to r oa tio  room  o v e r boot to p t  end 
heel T h it  i t  th o  k ind  o l cow boy boot ta ilo rin g  
I ho i m any p o 'to n t  nood who lood on ootivo, 
tonottwm woy o t M e N o m o tto r how lo r you 
I t r o tc h  or bond, the re  s no ijged to  co n tm u o ily  
p u ll or J d iu t t  p o n l i r « i  dow n ovor b o o t! 
lo o  I t id o i t '  ’ tto doo  m l  fcoept am  in  th o  ng h t 
p lo c t  And. Loo t  o ic lu tw o  W o tlo rn  don im  
I t  b u ilt  to r o i l  10 ru (| * d  woor. ond So n lp m od* 
to r lo t t in g  t i l  Look lo r Ih n  b io n a m f l U  1 
lo b o l o l b o tlo r t lo r o t  ovoryw hoio
lt'» Fun to Get Fit With
EXER-G EN IE EX ER C ISER
For body toning & muscle conditioning 
Used only 10 min. doily by ostronoufs and
professional athletes. Free Demonstration------
P W M 3 -7 7 7 1  ttM M w w  t r a i n
CO NG RATULATIO NS, CAL PO LY  
ON YO UR 38th ANNUAL PO LY ROYAL
Levi's
The original eowboy loa ns-lha  world’s moat 
coplod pants. World’s toughest denim, reinforced 
with eoppor rivets and stitched to stay. Pro-Shrunk 
or Shrlnk-to-PiL A now pair free If they rip.
Waist S izes 27 to 50
$6.50
LEVI’S" HEADQUARTERS
n fo r Good C lothing Since 1875 
Th# N. 0 .  Lea Com pany, Ina.
Dept A P 0 Bo« 440 
Shaw nee Mittiorv Kansas 66201
895 Higuera Street Ph. 543-0988
e»tautentmrI iam  wi r w —  DISCOUNT C*rtO 11
US
I981 ITY CLPTWU9S...SINCE 19311
1019 Morro St. San Lu is Obispo
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WELCOME
to San Luis Obispo and 
the1970 Poly Royal
Offering every banking service 
a student may need.
•Instant Cash Checking Accounts 
•Bank by M ail
" -Saving Accounts
•Checking Accounts 
•Night Depository
U i K I I  r t f i t H  ro r y  n o y m  p r m c v M
discribes the Bank of America aa 
“the friendly bank"
aftsr talking with "Bob" Baudendlstal, 
bank manager 
of College Square Branch,
Bank of America.
Use our convenient , 
walk-up window  
before and after 
Banking Hours
Mon. through Thurs. 
8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
Friday
8:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
“The Friendly Bank”
Bank ot America
•’ .  • \ .  ^ ■’ ..... . ..—* ,l
College Square Branch i
Our Friendly staff:
Mrs. Ruth Martin 
Mrs. Stephanie Conner 
Mrs. Jane Guerra 
Miss Janice Connell 
Mrs. Carolyn Sears 
Mr. Rick Crocker
X  Combine total of “75" years 
of pharmaceutical servlcel
&  "47" years at our present
location on the corner 
, „ of Morro and Higuera.
Prescriptions:
, • filled promptly 
•reasonable rates 
•monthly charge accts. 
Marcelle” Hypoallergenic Cosmetics 
at Norton's only!
I N  Hlguari 91. ‘
943 4143_________
L if* ’» hoppiast momtnti or# beautifully' 
symbolized by a diamond , . . precious, 
rare, radiant. Consult us for expert advice, t
lers
A .Ib M l Am 4 3m t *
799 Higuera Street
Phene 343-41*4 
San lu ls Obitpo
- • -■■rf
Ag Council p rom otes 
educational a c tiv itie s
The Agricultural Council la a 
board of student* representing 
the various department* and 
Cl„ba in the School of Agriculture. 
It ia a communication* network 
which conveys the Idea* and 
thought* of agriculture student* 
to the Student Affair* Council, the
primary governing group on 
campus.
In addition the Ag Council has 
members on the Student 
Judiciary, the Student Planning 
Commission, Publishers' Board, 
the College Union Board of 
Governors, Fund Katsing 
Committee, the Homecoming 
Committee and the Poly Royal 
Committee.
The Ag Council conducts 
campus tours for elementary 
school classes which want to see 
the agriculture units, holds an 
annual leadership banquet to 
recognise agriculture students 
with distinguished records of 
leadership, and sponsors Farm- 
City Week activities In San l4ils 
Obispo.
The Ag Council also hosts 
visiting Future Fanners who are 
on campus for state FFA con­
ventions and Judging finals, 
maintains the bulletin board in 
bent of the Agriculture Building,
Gus’ Grocery
;----------- ease---------•—
Student Surprise?
1131 0*o* at Lott
and sponsors prominent speakers 
during the Fall and Winter 
Quarters.
Stary Cange from Southern 
Counties Gas Company was the 
Fall Quarter speaker. James J. 
Doody, designer of the Oroville 
Dam and district engineer for the 
southern district, State Depart- 
ment of Water Resources, spoke 
at the Winter Quarter speaker's 
program.
The Ag Council Is currently In 
the process of working on a 
landscape plan for the lawn In 
front of the Agriculture building, 
Walkways, benches, tables, 
shrubs, trees and a statue of the 
school’s mascot, the Mustang, 
are all being considered for the 
area,
In cooperation with thg Athletic 
Department, the Ag Council is 
going to begin sponsoring an 
annual “ Aggie”  -basketball 
tournament this year on Dec. 4 
and 5.1 ,
Four teams from agricultural 
oriented schools will be invited to 
the first tournament while eight 
teams are scheduled to par- 
/  ttdpate in the succeeding ones.
Dog races
The first annual Poly Royal 
Dog Race ia being held tomorrow 
In the field behind the Men’s Gym 
from 10 a.m. to noon. Five claaaes 
will be featured and the contest is 
being sponsored by the campus 
Farm  Bureau.
NORTON EAGLE 
PHARMACY
W ELCO M ES V IS ITO RS
to 1970 Poly Royal
Mustang Daily Friday, April 14, 1070—Page 11
It’s not too late to make 
reservations for Poly Royal at the
New Elegant, Spanish-style
OFFERS
Plenty of Room for Large Parties
featuring: open-pit barbequed steaks & chicken 
variety of Sea Food 
complete dinners from $2.25 to $4.50 
complete breakfast and luncheon menu 
open from 7 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Live Music Nightly—adjacent to restaurant in hotel 
Please Phone for Reservations 
543-0902
HER ENGAGEMENT DIAMOND
Pat* 13—Friday, April 24, 1970
College Union work continues
" I’ve been putting my money 
Into that thing over since I 
started school here and now they 
say it won't even be finished until 
December. I won't even be here 
In December!"
"Well look, they’ve had their 
troubles." *
"Sure, but they were supposed 
to have it finished In October of 
'69. I bet they didn't have that 
much trouble with the Great Wall 
of China."
"They didn’t have to put up 
with monsoons and labor strikes. 
Well, labor strikes anyway.”
Not Always
Am»l« P tr k ln i
t o t t i l l l  H»u  S hopping C pn tpr
V i c t o r i n o ’s
PLAZA SALON
544-4400
HAIR.
Styling-shaping 
Permanent Waving 
Coloring /  
Wjgs-Wiglets 
Complete Service
FOR IX P S R T  
Wig Styling as 
[Natural as your own hair
Call 544-4400
777 Foothill Blvd. San Luis Obispo
That's the way its been with the 
new College Union facility. When 
it wasn’t the rain it was the 
workers. We weren’t even lucky 
enough to have them both at the 
same time. The rain held things 
up for six months and the labor 
went on strike for three months. 
These things all happened last 
year.
P eter Phillips, facilities 
planner on campus, said the work 
is about 65 per cent complete on 
the three million dollar complex, 
which will Include a bowling
alley, snack bar, banquet hall, 
book store, billiard room, lounge, 
conference rooms and student 
governmental offices.
It is now beginning to look like 
a real building. Most of the 
windows have been installed and, 
according to Phillips, the Interior 
designs have been completed. 
B arring fu rther delays the 
com pletion date  is se t for 
Decem ber 1970 with people 
moving in during the quarter 
break.
C om plete
Lubrication
75c w ith th is coupon .
Super Test T ire s and Batteries 
Any size Recap - $10.95 
no exchange necessary
a t
M IS S IO N  H A N C O C K
Corner of Monterey and California
Jhe firs t Poly loyal Qua* 
was Jane Horton Soiloy, 
who rolgnod over the activ­
ities In 1934. A itnlor d 
San Luis Obispo High Sch­
ool, she was chosen In «  
election similar to tho pres­
ent one. As tho first qusss, 
she was crowned attksCw- 
onatlon Ball hold In tie 
Crandall Gymnasium.
Best wishes fori 
successful
POLY ROYAL
) moNuffrvfWMlR lift om
CENTRAL COAST COIN CLUB : ;
ANNUAL COIN SHOW
4
Sunday April 26, 1970 9:00 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Veteran’s Memorial Building 801 Grand Ave.
San Luis Obispo, California
V ario u s  H obby D isp lays D ea le r B rouse F re e  Hourly 
inc lud ing  coins T ab les  P rizes
R p f f l a  A  f  r v  * v*
For Gold Coins" 1
Valuable coupon— clip
j -c p c c lt 3 . registration desk for-*-. 
i Freff proof set at hourly Drawing:-
N A M E _______________ —
TOWN
FREE ADMISSION W INNER MUST BE P R E S E N T
Install S t a r  
VENTILATED 
BRAKES
y o u  a lu m  o n  t h e  
^  »«  h i g h  a p a w d ,  
Tourbrakea m u a t  d e v e lo p  
tram endoua f r l o t i o n  t o  
J°P yo u r our. B u t  f r io -
2 “  h» « t b u lld a  u p  t o  
S?u^ n8e r  p o in t ,  y o u r  
*“ • ° " * u
T J * * '"  » N y  w a  i n e t e l l  
! " • » «  V a n t l l u t a d  
■rakaa o n  e v e r y  r a l t n a
L . Z L l l° -  8 t a r  V a n t i -
to 'iuSr#** d#*1Bned
of JaS T  e m u l a t i o n  “  oooUng n l r  t h r o u g h  
th a  l i n i n g ,  
o o o la r fo r  t o p  
J S ^ M g  a fflo ia n o y . O iv a  
E f L y . i.h o  b e n e f i t  o f  
street b ra k e a  m o n e y
; . • in s t a l le d  
our o o m p ia ta  a h o p .
Authorised 
Brake Service 
Center
I 11u..__»•
M*<» A ll|n m « n l 
M IJ  M o n l i r t ,  S t r t t l  
W 3 I7 J7
. an.- Jh *
^ t> r  cfisctrimipalin^ iaste 
U le m f~ d s(iio n s>  —f id u jk
COLLEGE SQUARE
Ag, Engineering draw  
most foreign students
Agriculture and Engineering 
tend to be the most popular 
majors with the foreign students 
who attend this college.
Of the 469 foreign students on 
the campus this quarter, about 
300 are enrolled in the School of 
Engineering and another 100 in 
the School of Agriculture. Forty 
are in Applied Science, with 
Printing Technology just about 
accounting for the rest.
According to the Foreign 
Students Office, these students 
come from 62 different countries. 
Seven countries contribute a 
great influx of students. Taiwan 
ii represented by 18 students, 
Hong Kong; 63; India, 25, 
Pakistan. 42; V ietnam , 20;
Thailand, 21; and Iran, 64.
»
Glenn Rich, foreign student 
adviser, states, "While attending 
Cal Poly, many were very active 
in college and community affairs 
and shared their culture and 
ideas with American families. 
They have been excellent am ­
bassadors in prom oting in­
ternational understanding and 
goodwill.”
Europe Charter Flights 
$295
Jun* September h | lo t  An|H*> 
lotttloti Alto wrihm turope
South American Tour
iu i» u t  jt> D a yt-W ra -
Golden California Toura 
5545 East Seventh Si.
Long Beach, Call!. 90804 
Phone: 213-434-7777
Time ’n Treasures
Beer Steins Bookends 
Plaques Spoons
Clocks Glassware
& Lots of other things
1 Mission Mall
!1SS7
C EN TR AL CALIFORNIA
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SPECIAL EVEN TS
101.
102.
Carnival
Square Dance Show
. . . . . .  , ' . .  .. t, *  »
• #•
Poly Tw irle rs
* * - T4 •
• '• 4  ’  , , ' *
Parking S-6 
Library W alk
• ’ * •  « i •
4 ,i .! *’ * 
■» *
Fri.
. Sat.
6:00 ,  
11:00 - 
2:00 -
1 1  :Q0 p.m. 
12:30 a.m. 
4:00 P>m.
103. Lion Dance ^Poly Chi Omega Library Walk Fri. 11:30 - 12:00 noon
* « . *  * t Sat. 2:00 - 2:30 p.m.
104. Dog Races Farm Bureau Practice Field Sat. 10:00 - 12:00 noon
105. Barbeque .  ■ ----------------------A ------— - — Poly Grove Sat. 11:00 - 1:00 p.m.
106. Rodeo Collett Arena Fri. 2:00 - 4:40 p.m.
«» • 8:00 • 10:30 p.m.
Sat. 2:00 - .  4:30 p.m.
107. Concert
r  ’
C.P. Symphonic Front BA &  E Fri. 2:00 &
— . ' Band ♦ Sat. 12:00
108. D rill Team Show Kaydettes Pepper Lane Sat. 10:00 - 10:15 a.m.
• 2:00 - 2:15 p.m.
109. D rill Team Show ROTC Pepper Lane Sat. 10:30 - 10:50 a.m.
2:30 - 2:50 p.m.
no. Carnival Dance • Men's Gvm Fri. 8:00 - 12:00 D.m.
111. Horse Show. » •/ Collett Arena Fri. 7130 - 12:00 noon
112. Swim Show
113. Melodrama
Math Contest
Women's P.E.
1
Alpha Psi Omega 
Math Dept.
Home Ec. Career Day Home Ec. Dept. 
Western Dance 
Coronation Ball & Ceremonies 
Pancake Breakfast Circle K
Livestock Judging
Baseball C.P. vs. C. S. Ful.
125.
tj-1. ST
126. 
127.
Track Meet 
Dairy 
Demonstrations 
Dairy Fitting  
Weight Guessing 
A rtific ia l Insemination 
Milking
Creamery Tour 
Calf Feeding 
Creamery Tour
Foreign Student Display
*
Concert Band 
Coffee Hour 
Art Show
D a iry  C lub
Chalk-In 
Tennis Match 
Printed Paper Clothing-fFashion Show
C .P. vs. Sa n ta  C ruz
Men's Pool F r i .
Sat.
Little  Theater Fri.
Sat.
Math Building Fri. 
Little  Theater Fri. 
Also see Lib. and A.C 
Little  Theater Fri. 
Farm Shop Sat.
Men's Gym Sat. 
Library Lawn Sat. 
Beef Pavilion Sat. 
College Field Fri.
Sat.
New Track ; Sat. 
Dairy Unit
Dairy Un it Sat. 
Dairy Unit Sat. 
Dairy Unit Sat. 
Dairy Unit Sat. 
Dairy Unit Sat. 
Dairy Unit Sat. 
Dairy Unit Fri. 
Library Patio F ri.
Amphitheater 
Yosemite 
Yosemite
Yosemite 
GA Building
1:00 p.m.
10:00 & 1:30 p.m. 
4:00 & 8:00 p.m.
11:00, 1:00, 3:00 
9:00 * 12:00 noon 
12:00 - 5:00 p.m. 
Auditorium  
8:00 - 10:30 a.m. 
9:00 - 1:00 a.m.
8:00 - 1:00 a.m. 
8:00 - 11:00 a.m. 
9:00 
2:30 
12:00 
1:30
3:00 - 11:00 a.m. 
10:30 • 5:00 p.m. 
11:00 -11 :30  a.m. 
3:00 - 6:00 p.m. 
9:00 - 12:00p.m.v 
6:00 - 7:00 p.m. 
A LL DAY
11:00 - 5:00 p.m. 
'9:00 - 5:00 p.m. 
2:00 p.m.
8:30 - 12:00 noon 
11:00 - 6:00 p.m. 
11:00 - 9:00 p.m. 
10:00 - 2:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
Sat. 9:00 - 4:00
»• p • • »* ** •
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EXHIB ITS  & D ISPLA YS
l Aeronautical Engineering 
2. Agricultural Engineering 
3- An Conditioning Club 
4. Alpha Omega Fellowship 
3 Amateur Club
6. American Chemical Society
7 American Society for Metali A 
American Welding Society 
I  School of Architecture
9. School of Architecture
10. School of Architecture t
11. School of Architecture
12. School of Architecture
13. Art Department
14. 'Association of Computing Machine* 
13. Biology Club
16. Boot* and Spurt
17. California College Republicani 
IB . Camera Club
19. Chriitian Science Organiiation
20. City and Regional Planning
21. Crop* Club
22. Dairy Club i
23. Education Depbrtihent
24. Electronic Engineering Club
25. Engineering Technology Department
26. ' farm  Management Club
27. Pood Procetting Club
'* *  Oraphlc Communications—
'  We Uted to Call it Printing 
2B. Mitto. / Department
29. Home Economic*
30. Induitria l Engineering Club
31. Indu*trial, Technology Dept.
32. International Agriculture Student*
33. Intervortity Chriitian Pellowihip thip
34. Iranian Student* Aitociation
Ditploy
Duplay
Ditploy
Ditploy
Ham Radio Demonttration 
and Movie
Magic, Lab. Demonttration 
and Ecology Film 
Metal Flower Making
Continuous Entertainment 
Pneumatic Structure 
Paly Canyon Eco-Tour 
Slide Show of Student Work 
Student Work 
Art Show 
Computer Ditploy 
Ecology at Col Poly 
livettock Exhibit 
Information and Display 
Photo Show
Information and Display 
Photo Essay and Student Work 
Crop Science,
California * Vital Industry 
(See special events)
Story Hour for Children 5-6
H i-F i and Ham Radio Demonstration
Display
Disploy
Display
Display
Pre historic California 
New Directions for a New Decade 
Displays 
Display 
Display
Spiritual Music 
Metal Art (for sale)
Israeli Students Association
Tomi Dachi Kai (Japanese Student Club)
Journalism
Markmanthip Training Unit 
Math Club 
Math Club
Mechanical Engineering 
Metallurgy Department 
Middle East Baiaar 
Iranian Student Association 
Arab Student Association 
African Student Association 
Pakistan Student Association 
Indian Student Association 
M ilitary Science Department 
Music Club
Mustang Aviation Association 
Ornamental Horticulture Club 
Penguins
Philosophy Department 
Psychology Department 
Poly Ooats 
Poly Skindivers 
Poultry Club
Recreation and Tournaments Committee 
Rose Float Committee •
Rose Float Committee ,
Sailing Club 
Shakespeare Press 
Skidiott
Students for New Action politics 
Social Sciences Club
Society for Advancement of Management
Society of Physics Students
Soils Club
Sports Car Club
Tau Sigma
Turtles Roadster Club
Vn'tiiamesp Students
Display 
Expo 70 Movie 
Student Photo Show 
Turkey Shoot 
Display _
Mate
Student Protects
Metal Flowers (for sale)
Handicrafts
Display
Make the World Beautiful Through Mm  
Disploy
landscape Displays 
Motor cycle Display 
Display
Human Behavior Patterns 
Jeep Display 
Film s and Disploy 
Poultry Show and Poultry in Art 
Wierd Thing Contest entries 
Real Flowers for sale)
Picture and Construction Display 
Sa il Boot Display 
Historical Printing Museum 
Water Ski Disploy 
Disploy and Information 
Ecology
Modern Business today 
Display
Tour of So ils Department 
Car Show
Plastic Flowers for sale;
Car Show 
Display
FO O D & R EFR E SH M E N T
68. Farm Management Club
69. North Mountain Ha lls
70. Crops Club
■71. Society for Advancement of Management
72. Home Economics
73. Food Processing
74. Aplha Phi Omega
75. Arob Students Association
76. Iranian Students Association
■ T f .  students Association
78. Hui O Hawaii
79. United Amer Me* Students Association
80. Indian Studdhts Association
81. Poly Chi Club
82. Pakistan Students Association
83. People to People
84. Corinthians
Hom ltu igr't % -Hot.iogs etc 
Coke Coffee and Donuts . 
French Fried Artichokes 
Hambuigt-'S Hotdogs & Cokes 
Deportment Made Food 
Punch
Snow Cortes
Food and Drink
jShish Kabob and Drinks ,
Bogles and Drinks
Teriaki and Punch
Tocg* .
Food-
Chinese Food 
Food
International Food 
Hotdogs
85. Natural Resources Management nt
86 Agricultural Business Club
B7. Engineering Technology Deportment
88 Industrial Engineering Club
•9. Electronic Engineering Department
90 Scabbard ancf Blade
91. A C and Refrigeration Club
92. Agricultural Engineering Society
93. Skindivers * •
94. Cal Poly Turtle*
93 Boots A Spurs
96 Aeronautical Engineering
97 Industrial fechnology Society
98 School of Architecture
99 Architecture
100 African Students Association
Pop corn and Snowconet 
Hotdogs and Coffee 
Refreshments and Rest 
Hamburgers, Hotdogs ond Cokes 
Soft D rinks _ _  . 1
Soft Drink Machine 
Hamburgers, Hotdogs. and Drinks 
Hotdogs and Drinks 
Fish A Chips and Crobti 
Canned D rinks 
Hamburgers Hotdogs’ond Dunk# * 
Hamburgers, Hotdogs ond Drinks 
tCotton Candy and Snowconet 
Hotdogs and Drinks ‘
Coffee House 
Food ond Drinks
- v/;?
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r O TC  team  applauded
Be in style during  
Poly Royal— go W estern!
Tht Cal Poly ROTC Drill Team 
vai wildly applauded and 
recognized (or Its tine p er­
formance in the Annual Governor 
((Arizona Drill Meet on April 11, 
tccordlng to Maj. Arnold T. 
Rossi, the team’s (acuity advisor.
Top prizes once again were 
ivarded to last year’s winner, 
Howard U niversity of 
Washington, D.C. _____
The meet was held in Phoenix.
Competing (rom Cal Poly 
were: Michael J. Barron, John 
Bertram, William J. Braund, 
Steve Guderhohn, Doug Hidek, 
Steven Hurlburt, Jam es Knapp,
Gary Magrino, Frank McKee, 
David McPherson, Jose Morales, 
Ronald Nakamoto, Larry Not­
tingham, Pedro Rosado. We have 
everything to 
complete your 
outfit. Boots, 
hats, belts, 
sh irts
dbkmd Sniders'
K«nturluf fHed £kiekew
Welcomes you to
POLY ROYAL
Only takes 
a minute 
Santa Rosa
862 Foothill —  College Square Shopping Center
Welcome! Poly Royal
Visitors
Complete and 
line of Dairy Products
*  Milk *  Ice Cream *  Yogurt *  
[> *  Chicken *  Fruit &Veg. (In Season)
Store Hours
MON.-FRI. 2 P.M.-5:45 P.M 
SAT. 10 A.M.-l P.M.
CAMPUS PRODUCE STORE
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DON’T
READ
SNAP offers draft help
Unless you want to save $ $ $
--- —- -----r-—fb *-• -
El Corral’s
Annual Poly Royal 
- Booksale
Savings to 90%  on New Books
STARTS TODAY
Do you know your rights under 
the Selective Service System? 
Are you confused as to just what 
obligations and alternatives 
pertain to the present draft- 
lottery system? If you are, help 
will be available on campus in the 
form of a Draft Help Canter 
which will provide information 
and counseling to deal with these 
problems.
The center, a Students for New 
Action Politics program, will 
provide assistance on the first 
and third Wednesdays of every 
month in Math 148. Counseling 
for legal procedure in filing for 
alternative status to military 
service will be available, in­
cluding information from the 
Central Committee of Con- 
cientious Objectors. Alternatives 
to the draft will not be the only 
type of counseling offered, any 
and all questions involving the 
draft will be welcome.
v \ v •
SNAP president Sue Malcolm 
stated that after a brief dispute 
over the name of the Center with 
the administration, the program 
was set up to offer its services 
without forcing any views, in the 
'form  of Information or coun­
seling, on anyone who seeks help 
at the Center. The aim of the 
program is simply to inform 
people of their righ ts and
C A L ~
W E S T E R N  U FE
ANNOUNCES
the appointm ent of
BOB SPINK?
as G eneral Agent serving
CAL-POLY CAMPUS
550 FOOTHILL BOULEVARD 
TELEPHONE 543-0600
alternatives, as well as the legal 
procedures required by the local 
draft boards in dealing with draft 
problems.
In addition to tlie Center’s 
activities, several faculty and 
community members will be
available to support the Cent# 
and to advise and offer 1®
council,
Anyone in need of immedint 
help, or unable to nuke It 
scheduled dates, can call fo 
Free U at 543-0105.
For Busy Students
BODY MASSAGE
by professional Masseuse 
for relief of tired, sore, stiff muscle 
Introductory special $6 00 For appointment 
Phone 543-7771 1323 Morro St. S.l.O.
I t ’s RING DAY
A John Roberts 
&
■ A Jostens 
Representative
will be here Apr. 24 & 25
El Corral Bookstore
This Town broadcloth 
shirt never wrinkles
From morning till late into the night, this Gant Town 
broadcloth shirt holds its smooth unruffled composure. 
And it never has to be pressed. Other virtues: Its long 
straight collar that can be worn with or without a pin. 
Gant precision tailoring. In a fine cotton and polyester
blend. Exuberant colors and stripincs. $10.00
L i a rso n 's
^Village Squire
11 morro
—
SAN IU IS  O l t t t O
C a m p u s  &
ROTC units 
kick o ff events
The Cal P°ty Color Guard 
accom panied by the men’s drill 
Sun and the Cal Poly Kaydettes 
till take part in the opening 
ctrem ony for Poly Royal 1970 in 
front of the library on April 24.
Drill exhibitions at 10 a.m. and 
2 p.m. are planned for Saturday 
on the library patio.
A turkey shoot is planned to 
take place at the rifle range. Five
22-caliber rifles will be available.
-------  :
Don’t miss the Journalism  
& Printing Displays
ATTENTION OWNERS
Tune up to include
The
h e p ls c t po in ts , p lu |« , condenser 
Set m a rk  tlm ln a , ad just Id le- 
Chech com pression > 
te n d e d  a ir  claanar 
Check co ll
Clean fu e l pump Insert 
Adjust valves
BUGGY SHOP
Only $19.95
in c lu d in i new BOSCH pa in ts , p lu is ,  and condensar 
w ith  th is  coupon
350 HIGUERA S T R E E T ,  OPEN MON-SAT 
SAN LUIS OBISPO  - 10:00 to 5:30
543-9557 ~  ‘  ‘
Mustang Dally Friday, AprU 24, 1970-Page 21
COME IN AND SEE US
A T TH E  CORNER OF M O N TEREY  & CALIFORNIA  
FA S T  & FR IEN D LY  SERV IC E
Call in your order 
It will be ready 
When you arrive
OPEN 
10 to 10 
Phone S44-0M9
iiiS L
Royal prinoess . Linda Parrel, 
receives congratulations and free 
pair of shoes from Walt Parrish, 
manager-ur Kinney'r Shoe Store in 
8an Luis Obispo. „ ...
KINNEY’
e C enter 
C elebrates Poly R oyal
• f^ 'X i
Featuring
• Quality merchandise
• Famous Brand names
• Low Low prices
• Expert Fitting
Serving you at two locations:
ACME BOOTS
Women's $13.99 
Men's $17.99 to $25.95
NBA
track shoes 
$12.95, " ■
i
- V
a p a  r A « . iU : i l  QU/pI *850 Footnin biva. 
in the College Sq. 
San Lu is Obispo 
543-9851
1229 Grand 
Arroyo Grande 
489-9821
---------------- • : . t i i p i t , * • ’ • *• ■ i i  i *
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T a k e  a
b reak  at J D a iri) Queen
Poly Royal Special
M W .
Delux
Hamburger
Fries
20c drink
12 No. Broad
ALL for only 79c
open daily 11a.mxf0p.rn. 543-7946
WELCOME TO POLY ROYAL
and
T IR E  O U T L E T t  —
1351 Monterey Now Under Student Management 543-^900
I00 8.50x148.45x15
♦  exchange and thla ad
NEW T IR E  GUARANTEED  
RECAPS
Include# mounting, 
balancing, t.a.I. A aalaa tax
LARGER' 
SIZES
150 S60x14 only
r*exchange 
and thla ad L
NEW T IR E  GUARANTEED  
REC APS
Includes mounting, balancing 
f.e.t.&sales tax
00
♦exchange 
and this ad 
NEW T IR E  G UARANTEED  
RECAPS
include* mounting, 
balancing, f.e.t., A aalaa tax
MAG POLISH
75c
with thla ad
Now carrying our own line of top 
quality tires made by Armstrong 
Tire & Rubber Company
wide
ovals
M  . v .'
F  70x14
$125
♦Tax A thla ad
Include* mounting 
‘ balancing
0 0 PolyesterCord
Fiberglass
Belted
r - m
■
’  . ■ -  •  -
Archie Higdon, damn of the School a t I?AnO
Photo by Mickey Hkh |
Coronation Ball tomorrow ni
This y ea r’s Coronation p m . to 1 a.m. tomorrw i 
Ball, sponsored by the Farm  Music will be providsd b1 1 
Management Department, will Collegians, and th* coil u I 
be held In the Men’s Gym from 9 per couple.
come on people
. .  let’s get 
together
There is someone who 
you've owed a letter for. some 
time now . , .  right? Make 
amends, send that someone 
a card from our collection 
of Hallmark Cards. We have many 
to choose from, one is bound to 
be just right for a special friend.
Cards aren’t just for special occasion* 
. . .  they’re for 
special feelings.
Remember .. .* -
< . to communicate is
, the beginning of 
understanding... reach 
out for someone today.
S*4
- “ mS S
Open ‘HI A p.m. A f  p m.
Friday, April t t , 1170-Paia a
1
Welcomes
You To
Locally,
POLY ROYAL
Owned & O p e ra te d  WLLIAMSBROS MARKETS
There’s o n e  n e a r you—
r LOW - LOW PRICES
COURTEOUS SERVICE 
PLUS-BLUE CHIP STAMPS ^
NOW TW O  LOCATIONS IN SAN LU IS  TO  S E R V E  YOU. 
896 Foothill & 111 High Street
San Luis O bispo’s lead ing  Furn iture  S tore
Welcomes you to PO LY R O Y A L
and historic San Luis
The place to go /o il
*  interior decorating
*  custom reuphoistering
*  unique selection
*  convenient terms
*  free delivery
J* '
I
J a
j*
\
m L *
i
* * c.
V
8/  (BAKER BROS.
Q u a l i t y  ^ H u H n i t u i e
D r i n f  a P a a n l
visits Baker Bros, heme 
furnishings store in 
downtown San Lu is Obispo. 
Here, she gets an explanation 
from salesman Roy Platt, 
of one of the meny 
beautiful items In the
V
f i l -
Mustang Daily
W A Y N E ’S T IR E  IN C .
692 Marsh St. 
543-5492
W AYNE’S CUSTOM CRAFT
4 fo r $48°°Retreads New T r e a d s  on 
Sound Cord Bodies
PUM and Smooth Tlroa
Slzoa 6.80x13 
7.38x14 
7.78x14
San Lula Oblapo'a Only Unlroyal Daalar
r r r .
'P / v ,
ET CETERA
Architect* begin th« |ob ot giving the much vitited Architect^  
Patio a facelifting for tho 1970 Poly Royal. This year's petit 
will foaturo a flooded area in front of the itage.
TO  A LL MOMS AND DADS WHO 
W ONDER A BO U TTH O SE CHECKS MADE 
O U T TO  E T  C ETERA — Y ES, TH E R E  REA LLY  IS 
SUCH A PLACE. AND IT 'S  F U L L  OF 
FUN IDEAS. A T R IP  DOWNTOWN ISN 'T  
C O M PLETE W ITH O U T A STO P A T TH E  
E T  C ETERA . COME IN AND BRO USE,
YOU’L L  B E  GLAD YOU DID.
Come To The Cigar Factory
"IT S NEAT"
851 Higuera 544-2312
WITH THIS AQ
m  E16AR FACT0KT
RING FOR RESERVATIONS 
543-6914
POLY ROYAL SPECIAL
10% off
' ' ■ ' • ' I ' -
ON ANY O V E R & O n  
PURCHASE
OFFER EXPIRES April 26. Does not apply to Sale Merchandise. 
Choose from our long list of nationally famous brand namesl
Shoes Women’s Shoes Men'sSandals 
Bernardo 
Bort Carlton 
Via Venito 
Qolo
Bandolina
Bressan
Capezio
Nina
Capezio 
Fred Slatten 
Nina 
Adlib 
Selby 
.Amano 
Amalfi
Daisy
Caressa
Hush Puppy
Joyce
Qeppetto
Bass
Bandolino
Clarks of England 
Acme Boots 
Bates
Hush Puppy 
Verde 
Freeman 
Bass
Portage ' r  .
Apparel— Botlque 
Appegia 
Patricia Fair 
Plain Jane
FINE SHOES
1194 Higuera St. San Lull Oblipe 
S2I Merre lay llvd. Morre Bay
Village Fair Women's Apparell 
Nardis of Dallas 
Sacony 
Howard Wolff 
Shelly Cooper
Village Fair
7im s t «  * * * *
233 Madonna Road Plaza 
San Lu is Obispo—544-1300
poly Royal organized  
by 125 m em ber board
Muitang Dally
T h e re  la much more to Poly 
Royal than meeta the eye, and It 
Etoelob of the Poly Royal board 
to control theae Invisible feature! 
„l the country fair on a college 
cempua.
Don Colvin, general superin- 
undent of Poly Royal aaya that 
Z  ourpoae of the Poly Royal 
Board la to plan and coordinate 
ill activities. The board conalata 
of on« repreaentative from each 
chartered campus club and 
council, approxim ately 115 
numbers. An executive board la
elected to aerve aa the group'a 
over-all leaders.
Colvin feela the "purpoae of 
Poly Royal la to be a feative open 
house showing Cal Poly's 
educational facilities, and 
student In terests and ac­
complishments. It also provides a 
preview of trends and In­
novations In various fields".
Both Colvin and Axell ex­
plained that Poly Royal la a 
student thing. Without the 
students, the adm inistration 
could never have a successful 
Poly Royal Colvin, noted.
Campus church groups
Four of the campus' religious 
organisations will display and 
exhibit during Poly Royal the 
different aspects and activities of 
each club.
The Inter-Varsity Christian 
Fellowship and Campus Crusade 
for Christ will be working 
together in their effort to show 
the reality of religion through the 
icope of folk rock music.
The "SST" (Soul Salvation 
Troupe) and "The Inside Story" 
will be performing on the lawn in 
front of the English building. 
These singers—students from 
this campus and nearby Cuesta 
College—alung with Sharon 
Hansen,a new talent from LICSB, 
will be performing a wide variety 
of numbers, while concentrating 
on many new soul-searching" 
tunes. |
Alpha Omega Fellowship plans
Magic show
The Chemical Magic Show will 
he presented by the Chemistry 
Dipartment in Science E-27. The 
dw, put on by the students, will 
be featured at hour-and-a-half 
Intervals.
/ - > \ W
( \\
■t V  i ' r T  .
<j».v l1/  >
Beautifulotif  styling i 
^  briflianoe k « u ty  o l 
oeperfect Keepsako center 
waood. <
■••■•visas
clarence • 
brown 
jew eler s
862Hlguera
L -  5 4 3 -5 & M
to produce a new twist to life as 
they Invite you to enter their 
maze and learn about the "Plan 
of Salvation." Spanning over 50 
feet long on the lawn In front of 
the library, the massive puzzle 
a ttem p ts  to Illustrate how 
religion can affect the In­
dividual’s life.
The C hristian Science 
Organization, through its exhibit 
on display in Room E-29 In the 
Science building, will attempt to 
Inform people about their faith. 
Coordinated by Barbie Scott, 
Marla Bishop, Bob Webb, John 
Nuffer and Kerry Rathsan, club 
members will be available for 
discussions.
Friday, April 24, 1070-Page 36
SCUBA Divers' Specials!
Conshelf Regular with Underwater Gauge 
Cam Action Pack ' •  Tank with Boot
Regular all for one
$219.95 speciaF price $129 95
• Down stream One Hose Regulator
• Peek a Tank with boot
Regular all for one
1185 apeelal prloe
150
G U N
Snub Nose Spear Gun
• 24" , Special
• 2-Rubber < M  Q 9 5
• 2-Barb
F IN S
U.V.T. Duck Foot Fins 
Regular <i j q  g8
$20 Special
B ody S urfing  Fins
Regular
$n
Special
$695
SPORTING GOODS
j \
Complete Line of Sporting Goode 
Highway 1 at Pier— Cayucos— Phone 99B-374S
. HOWARD,,Joumonf W _■ A LL Y O U  C A N  E A T . . .  and a  G ro a t P lace to  M o o t
W E L C O M E  to th e  38th A nnual
POLY ROYAL
w i d n e s d s y  
FISH FRY
i
Deep fried Flounder, 
french friei, cole ilew.
$1.49
Children 91.19
THURSDAY FRIDAY
SPAGHETTI C U M  BAKE
FEAST
Itelien meet seuce, eer-
lie breed, green telad.
Fried tender sweet 
clems, french fries, cole 
slew,
$1.49
Children $1.19
$1.99
Children $1.29
MONDAY
CHICKEN
FRY
Fried chicken, french 
fries, cole slew.
$1.69
Children $1.29
SUNDAY
O ld Fashioned Sunday F a m ily  D in n er
CAPTAIN'S 
PLATE ~
BAKED
HAM
ROAST
STUPMD
CHICKEN
POT
ROAST
‘1.99 ‘2.65 ‘2.75 ‘2.95
Served with appetizer, bevaragt and dessert.
Banquet Facilltiet
-C- J L . ---
Selactions from our regular menu always available. 
Breakfast from 7 a.m.
W OUUAHO
Jo w m o n S
HIWAY 101 of LOS OSOS ID.
...........  ...............  .........— neeeseeim ■«■*■■■—* m n . t i l l l i i n l l t  i
10—Friday, April H, 1170 M utant Daily
Looking for a quiet spot to dine 
this hectic Poly Royal Weekend?
t r y —  ;
t*rt
San Luis Obispo’s newest finest 
Mexican-American Restaurant 
' OFFERING
I  Authentic 
Mexican Dishes
chile Verde-Menudo
Enchiladas -Gua 
(also steaks a
T amales-T acos-T odtadas
:ainole Dip-Chile Rellenos 
nd other American dishes)
Served.
All food prepared by your host 
Senor Garza
, , by candle light in a quaint and intimate Mexican setting.
208 Higuera San Luis Obispo
,  e
<»< i
Lambs arc blocked and fitted for Poly Royal by an elementary 
•keep clast. Photo by Suton Snydir
V ideo-recorder used 
in  docum entary film
This year’s Poly Royal will aee 
a remarkable innovation for thia 
campus. An advanced Journalism 
course in electronic media is 
producing a  20 m inute 
documentary on the operations ot 
the Journalism Department.
The fact that the documentary 
is being created is not so
-»• -IMUM
;r-*" - ' v '' ■ ’ ^4'v-f ' . [.
Two new Chevelles at 
two new lower prices.
remarkable, but the way that ttii 
being produced is. ’ria whok 
thing is being done on to 
department’s new videoreconbr 
equipment.
The departm ent recently 
purchased the Sony equipments! 
the students can becomt 
aqualnted with this recent In­
novation in the field of electronic 
Journalism. It Includes not onlys 
studio-type camera, complete 
with tripod, but a fully portable 
unit that weighs approximately 
twenty pounds.
The documentary will feature 
the three main facets of com­
munication found on this campui, 
Mustang Daily, El Rodee and 
KCPR.
The documentary will be sired 
frequently on a monitor located 
in Graphic Arts 220.
C h e v e lle  4- D o o r  S e d a n
$148* less
than our previous lowott prlcod 4-door*
- m V
Chevelle Span Coupe
$147 less
than our previous lowott prlcod hardtop.
Now It't America’s lowott prlcod mld-tlzo hardtop.
If you eel Itke this 
oftor u duy in 
the sun, read this 
restful message
Wc took America’* best telling mid 
sire car. Then, added (wo now lower 
priced models, including a Sport Coupe 
that’* priced let* than any other mid-ii/e 
hardtop you cun buy.
Still, they both have Chevelle'* smart 
new grille for 1970. And Chevelle’* newly 
styled Body by Fl»her. And Chevelle'* 
Full Coll suspension with cu*tom fitted 
spring* at each wheel. And Chevelle'*
-wido-stance cTiassis design, side-guard 
beam* in the doors, cargo-guard luggage 
cOmpurtment, bias belled ply tire*.
.i*0« er Prlc#d ,hc* *rc> “* much a* 
SI4H. But lower priced looking und feel­
ing they aren't.
Which will get u* no love note* from 
the com petition. But maybe It will 
from you.
Rutting you first, keep* us first.
•a «M »l on  m .m i lw lu r . , 1  t u ( -  
r . u i l  p r iu t ,  In c lu d in g  
r«a«ral i x m  „n 4
ih«r»HB' W **’ W m i o n
City Pharmacy 
858 Higuera 
543-8424
Ml-
* «i
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by SUSAN SNYDER 
Staff Writer
It ii well known among rodeo 
people that this college haa some 
i  the beet rodeo material In the 
nation. They have been the 
National Inter-Collegiate Rodeo 
Aaaoclation Champions In the 
«aat coast region for the past 
Nveral years and have always 
ranked high In the national 
championship standings.
The NIRA which promotes 
rodeo u  a standard national
U  . ■ ' -  ~
in tercollegiate sport has six 
regions with 115 colleges and 
universities that have rodeo 
teams. This school belongs to the 
West Coast Region and competes 
in regional rodeos throughout 
Arizona, Nevada, and California. 
The Mustang team is currently 
No. 1 in the region. .
Team captain Larry Ferguson 
and his brother Tom work the 
timed events along with Jerry 
Koile.
Rough stock riders on the team
• . *
Dennis Pleasant sits
FOOTHILL PLAZA 
BARBER SHOP
Hair Cutting i  Razor Cutting ■
779 Foothill Blvd.
In tho Foothill Plaza Shopping Contar
•van R. Scot-Marlene Owen-Jerry Frith 
543-1290
include: Melvin Dick, Greg 
Riedel and Dennis Pleasant.
Sharon Meffan is captain of the 
Women's team, backed by Robin 
Duncanson and Donna Carter,
Bill Glbford, an instructor in 
Animal Husbandry, is the team’s 
advisor.
The 20th Annual Roly Royal 
Rodeo will Include the standard 
NIRA events saddle bronc, 
bareback, bull riding, ribbon 
roping, calf roping, steer 
wrestling, barrel racing, goat 
tying, girls break-away, plus 
team roping.
Saddle bronc riding is done 
with a plain halter, one rein, and 
a saddle. The cowboy must ride 
for eight seconds using only one 
hand and spurring the horse 
continuously to score points, He 
Is disqualified if he bucks off, 
changes his hand on the rein, 
touches leather or the horse with 
his free hand, wraps the rein 
around his hand, or rides with 
locked rowels on his spurs.
The same rules that apply ter 
saddle bronc riding generally 
hold true for bareback riding. 
The cowboy uses a one-hand 
rigging and is scored from 1 to 25 
by each of two Judges on how well 
he rides. Each judge also rates 
the horse from 1 to 25 on how well 
he bucks, and the four scores are 
added together for the ride's total 
points.
A bull rider, using a loose rope 
and one hand, must stay on his 
bull for eight seconds. He is not
rides again
required to spur the bull, but can 
gain extra points by doing so. A 
strap is pulled tight around the 
bull’s flanks so that he bucks 
harder In an attem pt to get rid of 
the strap. A bull rider is 
disqualified if he bucks off, 
touches the bull or rope with his 
free hand, or rides with sharp 
spurs.
A ribbon roper starts off from 
behind a barrier, ropes his calf, 
dismounts, and with the help of a 
mugger pulls off a ribbon that is 
tied to the calf's tall. He then 
races back to the finish line on 
foQt with the ribbon. The calf is 
given a head start, and if the 
roper leaves the box too soon, he 
breaks the barrier and a penalty 
is added to his score.
Calf roping is similar to ribbon 
roping. However, a fte r the 
cowboy has roped his calf and 
dismounted, he must flank the 
upright calf on his side and tie 
any three legs together with a
piggin’ string. To be legal, the tie 
must hold for six seconds.
A steer wrestler gets off his 
horse at a fast gallop and takes 
the steer by the horns and throws 
him to the ground. Time is called 
when the steer is on the ground 
with all four feet and his head are 
facing In,the same direction. A 
hazer rides on the other side of 
the steer in order to keep the 600 
pound animal running as straight 
as possible.
A barrel racer must circle the 
barrels that are set up in a 
triangular pattern. She starts off 
at a fast run, circles each of the 
barrels in a clover-leaf pattern 
and races back across the finish 
line in the shortest time possible.
Gut’ Grocery
Pawword "Ro tta "
1636 Osos St. (At Left) 
6.L.O.
KITH ft
544-2323
Q ua lity  H un ting . T ith in g  
M d  C im p m j S u p p llM  
U M l t  H un ting  M d  P ith in g  
In fp rm tt ip n
Expert Repair and Service
I D W A I D  0 .  U P T O N
f l , ,  m  a , k A n n n n a rv /w n t f ’ m n n e ry e r
PARKING IN R IA R
719 HIGUERA ST. 
5AN IUIS OSISPO, CA lir.
CAMPER-TRAILER
D u d e R a n c h
“------“ C A M P G R O U N D ™
At the Santa Margarita Recreation Area 
20 miles N.E. of San Luis Obispo
MEETS SPECIFICATIONS FOR STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
CLASS “ A” CAMPGROUND
Enjoy the very best! 
A c c o m m o d a tio n s  fo r
* TRAILERS 
* CAMPERS 
-S * TENTS
Individuals and Groups— Water and Electrical Hookups 
Swimming Pool— Lake near by for fishing, boating and 
sailing.
HOT SH O W ERS— FLU SH  T O IL E T S —LA UN D RY FA C ILIT IES  
RECREATIO N AREA— V O LLEY B A LL— H O RSESH O ES  
HA YRIDES FOR C HILDREN — HO RSEBA C K RIDING in season 
Phone now for reservations (805) 438-5618 
Write: Star Route 34-C, Santa Margarita, Calif. 93453
P il l  M—Friday, April 14, 1970 Muatana Diilv . »  r r a
The Other End
by Dale Kern and Ray Morawski
Feedback: W hat does Poly R oyal
' m ean to you ?
8u«le Rowe 
8oc.8cl.,Sen.
“ I think that the Ag and 
Architecture department! 
do the moat now. I like the 
Informal Idea of being able 
to go where you want over 
a two-day period. I would 
like to aee the Social 
Science departm ent do 
more for Poly Royal."
" I enjoy eeelng what 
some of the other depart­
ment! are doing. It li a 
good Idea to get people 
from off campus Interested 
in what’s happening here. 
My parents came here and 
enjoyed knowing that all 
college students aren’t  out 
rtotfcg."
nuit., sopn.
"I didn’t go last year, so 
this is the first year that I 
will be able to go. I will be 
Interested In seeing what it 
is like. I think that it is a 
good idea only if the 
students really  take it 
seriously and really show 
what they are doing."
Albert Klein 
IE, 8en.
"When I was going to 
Long Beach State I didn't 
see any interaction bet­
ween the students and 
faculty or departments. I 
came to see Poly Royal and 
I could see that there was a 
lot of interaction,"
Brian Adams
Arch., Jr.
"I think that it is a good 
idea that it's two days only 
so that w> don't have to be 
out of school any longer. As 
far as change, 1 think that 
it la good Just like it is. It is 
good that It gets students 
involved,"
Terry Balamboo
ET, Soph.
"I think that they should 
have more student par­
ticipation and more con­
tests for the students who 
build projects. I think that 
they should have go-cart 
races and more activities 
for the students to par­
ticipate in."
• -W ‘
Bruce Dunn 
Bus., Sen.
" It is great because It 
gives students a chance to 
p artic ip a te  as well ae 
faculty. It is a wonderful 
opportunity for people to 
come and see what Is really 
going on on this campus. I 
think that it should be held , 
during school time because 
it la a school activity."
Mike Seufm 
Arch, Soph.
"I think that It very 
worthwhile, but I don't 
think that people really 
understand what the 
rpose is. People don't 
"low all that goes on 
behind the scenes. I don't 
think that the students 
realize that It is a learning 
thing and what can be done 
when everyone gets 
together on a project."
pu
knov
"I think that it is a good 
idea to keep it the way it is. 
I like the idea of the 
students getting together 
and making an effort. I 
especially like what the 
Architecture Department 
is doing this year."
I Cindy Janlsen 
OH, Jr.
" I  think th a t It Is 
overem phasized. Like 
right off the bat they are 
cancelling all of my classes 
Just for a two day thing. I 
think that many students 
are here to learn, not to go 
to a carnival."
" I t  should be an 
exhibition with each 
department putting out all 
It has to offer. I don't think 
that it should be a 
propaganda type of thing 
but it should be something 
for the students to enjoy."
Cindy Pike 
Sec.kl.,lH.
"I think that it is too 
much the same each year. I 
think that something 
should be done to em­
phasize each and every 
department. I think that 
some things should drew 
more attention other thin 
Just the rodeo."
Janelle Balmanno 
Soc. S d„ Sen.
"I went to Poly Royal 
last year and stayed about 
a half a day . I went with my
r ents and really enjoyed I think that it gives people a chance to come 
see all that Cal Poly has to 
offer."
Acquit ta pace 
Home Kr„ Hen.
"It gives people an idea 
of what is going on. I think 
that it is s good way of 
promoting the college as 
we get s  lot of people here 
to see all the new 
developm ents tha t are 
here,*
THE ORIG INAL
MOTEL INN
a Offers Poly Royal Guests
- The Best In 
STEAKS and HOSPITALITY ,
—  Entertainm ent Nightly 
dancing-piano and organ bar
e ,# «
Buffet Luncheon Monday-Friday 
11:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m.
✓
BA N Q UET FA C ILIT IES  A VA ILA BLE  
All Major Credit Cards Accepted
2223 Monterey St. - 543-4000
*
Archies go ‘all-out’
Friday, April 14, 1270-Page 89
by CAROL CHADWICK 
’ Stall Writer
Unity la a nickel and dime word
imtcin «ay very little, but sound
unit unless you are one of the 
MOO architects and other 
MdtnU who have spent roughly 
<2 000 man hours working 
J  that unity through Holy 
Royal. Then unity m eans 
mmethlng more.
The School of Architecture has 
attempted, by community In­
volvement, expression of social , 
uiuei, and campus coordination,
•to reduce the emphasis on the 
diiplay In the a rch itec tu ra l 
ini,”
Design consultant teams have 
worked closely with o ther 
departments, helping provide 
liana for exhibits.
Jraphlc unity, baaed on the e, has been given to Poly Royal by the architects. In- 
vtutlons In the form of pop open 
cubes were designed to send to 
guaata. "When we made the in­
vitation cubes, the o ther 
dpirtmanti liked them so well.
«t wound up making 2,000 
more," said Kurt K upper, 
chairman of Poly Royal for the 
rchltects.
The giant Cube, Identical it 
design to the Invitations, standt 
on the library lawn as an open 
invitation to all. The eight foot 
cube sits up on end, resting on a 
pole sunk Into the ground.
After welding 24 hours a day for 
i week, 16 thousand feet of 
reinforcing bar was transformed 
Into a campus-wide directional 
Vitem. The cubical kiosks point 
he way to food concessions, rest 
areas, displays, and special 
events, helping visitors get the 
most out of Poly Royal.
To complete the picture and 
keep the campus clean, cans 
lave been painted to remind 
naton to "stash their trash and 
ave us cash." Hopes are to 
•kmlnate some of the of the 
dean-up costs in terms of time 
and money.
Canyon Ecology 
Poly Canyon Is a statement on 
• social Issue made by all the 
Apartments on this campus in 
*  b'g display. A group of 
Mints from various depart- 
°anti put their Ideas together In 
• working, relatable plan, with 
■ guidance of the Ecology 
Won Committee.
Th* ecto-tour begins at the top 
• the canyon. Visitors a re  
jwttled by ten troop transport 
Hdu, donated by Camp San 
*  Standard Oil Company gave 
^gallons of F-310 gasoline to 
wlpmovt the people.
J5* canyon displays ac- 
what man has been 
■ktsd from for so long. The 
Mlsyi relate people with their 
"vronment by physically 
JWng humans to the problems 
The tour includes a 
“ ••how, exhibits, construction 
and a mate.
Construction has gone on for 
"w wssks on the new road to 
j  anyon. The once-cow path
was graded.and graveled ao It 
could be uaed. The atream had to 
be diverted to atop eroaion, and 
the creek had to be cleaned-up. 
The canyon In general had to go 
through a Spring cleaning 
proceaa, aa work crews picked up 
garbage and old building 
material. The canyon waa a 
campus project, begun by ar­
chitects, but put Into action and 
completed by the schools working 
together.
Architecture
The School of Architecture haa 
their own display In the Ar­
chitecture Patio. Remodeling In 
the patio has created more 
standing and ittting apace, two 
stages, and a flooded area.
There was a lot to do. Brlcka 
had to be lifted up. U n d  waa 
eltner raised or lowered. New 
levels were added to the exlatlng 
mounds of dirt. The flooded area 
had th rse  layers of plastic 
sheeting put down for water­
proofing. Some structures were 
changed, new onea were added, 
and otheri taken out. New polea 
had to be put In and parachutes 
were cut, sewn and raised for 
new awnings. There waa also a 
stage to build. Then the bricks 
had to be put back down again.
The alley which ieada to the1 
patio featurea a photographic 
story on large 4 by 8 panels. Each 
panel haa pictures of the com­
munity projects the students are 
Involved In. Picture panels will 
extend around the patio, where 
there will be continuous en­
tertainment going on. A walk­
through display Is featured In the 
Architecture Gallery, and In the 
nearby halls. All the labs are 
open, where students, will 
display of their works.
Expense ,,
How has all of this been done? 
Financing something as diverse 
In needs as Poly Royal Is no small 
task . Large donations are 
responsible for a majority of the 
effort.
An Income of $600 came from 
sales In the Kiosk. College Hour 
hot dog sales netted 158. 
Donations from sophomore and 
Junior architect studenU added 
up to $180.
Donations affe also one of the 
largest sources of construction 
materials, according to Kurt. 
Everything from 18 thousand feet 
cf reinforcing bar to electrical 
and plumbing conduit have been 
donated. Construction companies 
have donated almost $2800 worth 
' i  various building material.
But donations are not Just in 
terms of money or materials. 
Many hundreds of man hours of 
work have gone into the planning, 
designs, construction and 
coordinating of Poly Royal. Each 
freshman, sophomore and Junior 
architect la responsible for 20-40 
hours of work.
’ Round clock 
broadcasting
This college's 38th Annual Poly 
Royal celebration will receive the 
royal service treatment In all 
around, on the spot campus 
coverage, by the school's radio 
station KCPR. Radio staff 
m em bers will cover various 
events, displays and PfOJBim 
visitor-geared music on a 24 hour 
basis.
Opening ceremonies to take
Elace at 10 a.m. on the library iwn, will receive live coverage. Friday evening Interviews will be 
taken from the carnival.
Baseball games on Friday and 
a doubleheader on Saturday will 
also receive air time on the
station. - .....—-------------------
In addition to extensive 
coverage of traditional exhibit*, 
KCPR will air a 20 minute 
segment on the history of Poly 
Royal and apecial programs will 
review and summarise events to 
help students and guesta chose 
events of special Interest to them.
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San Luis Obispo
SAVINGS
and Loan Association
Invites you to invest in the 
following high-yielding, and 
insured accounts
REG ULA R PA SS BOOK ACCOUNTS
5.25%
3 MONTH C ER TIF IC A TE S  W ITH  $500 
MINIMUM BALANCE
5.75%
1 YEA R TER M , W ITH  $1,000 
MINIMUM BALANCE
2-YEAR TE R M  W ITH  $5,000 
MINIMUM BALANCE
7.5°/c
1-YEAR TE R M  W ITH  
MINIMUM BALANCE $100,000
•an Lula Obispo Savings and Loan Aaaoelatlon will 
oontlnua to pay tha highest 
oontlnue to pay tha Highest Lagal Rata on Inaurod 
aavlnga accounts.
No One Pays More
Consult with us at althar our Main Offlea 
or our Moblla Offlea
SAN LU IS OBISPO
SAVING S
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
1020 Marsh Street 
Ban Luis Obispo, California
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Food featured
Such Mvory Itema u  wantan, 
chicken dlkke, guleb Jemen, and 
ahlahkebab, make Poly Royal a 
delight (or epicureans with In* 
ternational taatea. Many foreign 
and ethnic duba will be aervlng 
up their home-etyle specialities 
Friday and Saturday In food 
concession booths sca tte red  
throughout the campus.
Two styles of ahlahkebab are 
available. The Iranian Student 
Association will be serving their 
version with salad , broiled 
tomatoes, and bread and butter. 
The Arab Student Association has 
added something new to their 
shiskebab plate. A dish made 
from crushed wheat cooked 
similarly to rice will complement 
their version of the skewered 
delight.
Spiced chicken dlkka, similar 
to barbecued chicken, Is being 
prepared by members of the 
Pakistani Student Association. 
Something like donuts, gulab 
jamln, made with flour,-cottage 
cheese, and sugar Is also a 
speciality  offered by the 
Pakistanis.
Members of Hui O'Hawaii are ' 
serving terlyaki m eat on sticks 
and, of course, Hawaiian punch.
The United Mexlcan-Amerlcan 
Students are preparing tacos, 
using cilantro, a Mexican spice, 
to give them authentic flavor. 
Bageles a re  the featured 
specialty of the Israeli Student 
Association booth.
Egg rolls, wantsn, and shrimp 
flavored chips are  the items 
offered by Poly Chi, the Chinese
S.L.O. COUNTY
FAMILY PLANNING SERVICE 
fvery third lueidoy, 7-9 p.m, 
2191 Johnson Avenue' 
OPEN TO EVERYONEII 
QUESTIONS? Coll 469-7530
student organisation. People to 
People International club Is 
featuring a varied International 
menus,
In addition to demonstrating 
the culinary aspects of their 
cultures, many of the clubs have 
also set up cultural display 
booths showing handicrafts and 
arts of their countries. All of 
these booths are located In the 
enclosed patio area outside of the 
library.
The International Council Is co­
ordinating the display efforts of 
the Latin American Club, and the 
A frican, Indian, Iranian, 
Pakistani, Vietnamese, and Arab 
Student Associations.
Circle K plans 
yearly breakfast
Circle K, the campus service 
club affiliated nationally with the 
Kiwanis Club, will hold its Sixth 
Annual Pancake B reakfast 
tomorrow. The meal will consist 
of pancakes, sausage, orange 
Juice and milk or coffee. It will bo 
served on the Library Lawn from 
8 a.m. to 11 a.m. A donation of |1 
per person will be charged.
Reagan tax plan
SACRAMENTO (U PI)-T he 
legislature has been served with 
a take-1 t-or-leave-lt proposition 
on Gov. Ronald Reagan’s 9645 
million tax revision program.
Assembly Speaker Robert T. 
Monagan, one of the major 
backers of the governors 
proposal, said "It’s the best tax 
reform program that can be 
devised" and pot susceptible to 
"major compromises."
This Lady is  ‘Roa, 
Doing H ot lau n d ry /
A B e a u t ifu l Way
to S u re  T im e !
0
Your laundry comet 
out froth at a spring 
day and at the tame 
time you're free to da 
what you pleate. Coin- 
o p e r a t e d  
laundry wlpet 
out wathday 
d r u d g e r y, 
glvet bait re­
tain .
Open 24 hrs
corner of Foothill and Chorro
Poly Invite will 
christen new oval
by TERRY CONNER 
Sports Writer
■ Track and field Is a major 
college sport. On this campus the 
track team draws one of the 
largest crowds of all the sports 
that this campus features.
For some time now the 
Mustang track and field team has 
been anxiously waiting to use the 
brand new track set-up. Last 
week against Fresno State was 
the first time that the new 
complex was put Into operation.
For Poly Royal 1970, Coach 
Dick Purcell has assembled some 
10 Olympic athletes and a score 
of Olympic potentials. The new 
track will be put to its second 
straight week of competition as 
the Mustangs host Nevada 
University and Northern Arizona 
University.
This Is the first year that such 
an event has been featured for 
Poly Royal track enthusiasts. 
Purcell an ticipates a much
larger attraction for Poly Royals 
at the future with as many as 
eight flight track schools at­
tending a relay type event on an 
Invitational basis.
Purcell Is expecting a crowd of 
5,000 to view the track event this 
weekend. He bases his prediction 
on past dual matches held on this 
campus which over 1500 people 
attended.
With this large of a turnout, 
Purcell thinks that the college 
could add a tremendous amount 
of funds to the Associated Student 
budget. But, that seems to be a 
problem. As of this very date, the 
track meets have never charged 
admission. In fact, there are no 
facilities to m ake adm ission 
prices possible.
If proper fencing was installed, 
adm ission prices would be 
possible. The thing to do now Is to 
get the necessary fencing and 
Install stadium seats. If this was 
done, then the facility would also 
be availab le  to the football 
program.
Purcell says, "I amsurttb 
within in one season, in » 
necessary facilities could btu 
for, Just from attendancs it in 
meets." The Mustang, 
tract more spectators this „  
all of the other colleges In n 
state college system, It would i 
a very beneficial opportumtvu 
this school if these (acuities o* 
be installed.
As for the meet this wsgua 
the combined track team, in  
be putting on one of the (ha 
displays of track and field m  
held on this campus. Attend tf* 
can because you won't rtgrii 
and it will also show suthortta 
on this campus how ingxrte 
the track and field program kt 
this campus.
The Poly track team is«  
which everyone can be one 
They will be fielding as news 
50 participants alotig with tel 
participants from the two sdsdi 
in attendance. ^
Tech engineers stress 
participation in display
by EMILY PERRY 
Staff Writer
Participation la the goal of the 
first Poly Royal exhibit spon­
sored by the new Engineering 
Technology Department (ET). 
The public la invited to stop, look,
and take a part In the following 
activities planned by the five 
separate  options of the ET 
department.
th e  a ir  conditioning- 
refrigeration option presents a 
pictorial display of various 
department activities.
E le c t r o n ic s  te c h n o lo g y  
provides an array of electronics
exhibits with emphasis on a 
senior project display.
M anufacturing p rocesses 1s 
conducting dem onstrations of 
m e ta l -w o rk in g  m a c h in e  
operations.
The m echanical technology 
option Is acting as host for the 
department. They will receive 
the visitors and give them the 
necessary Inform ation con­
cerning ET.
Welding technology Is holding 
dem onstrations of welding 
techniques. Along with this, they 
have a display of minibonding 
techniques, a method of Joining
POLY ROYAL SPECIAL
Prl-Sat-tun 24th, 2»th, 26th
A
ORDER O F  SHRIMP  
ONLY $1.39
Foothill Shopping Plaza 
only 7 blocks away!
Call 544-5010
very small connection, a I 
tegrated circuit technology.
The entire exhibit Is locate i 
the Machine Shop on the net 
side of the csmpus, lust df ( 
North Perimeter Road, near te 
Ag Engineering shops and MM 
the security and fire dept. Ip  
will be posted sround campus u 
aid Interested persons In flodki 
ET. Juniors end Seniors efl k 
on hand to take the public a 
guided tours of the srea.
B e s i d e s  sch o la s tlf  
achievement, ET offers Its gste 
a refreshment srea for relaxin. 
As s bonus for visiting M 
departm ent, each vlsWtfb 
presented with a souvenir nte 
that they can wstdi dudte 
make by etching printed drew 
board.
Showmanship 
contest set
The annual Poly tor*1 ** 
Showmanship contest w lu  pw 
the emphasis on th# dass* 
ability to show his cattle, rate* 
than the animals conforms* 
and quality. L
The contest will take ptocr» 
the Beef Pavilion, at 
Saturday, with 41 to 10 
pitting their fittiog and 
skills against one another
Seven categories are da*  
the showing, Angus •<•* 
experienced, Angus it** 
novice, Hereford •<** 
experienced, HerefordI ***£ 
novice, Shorthorn and 
steers, Angus heifers and 
All entries have "T 
purchased by or raised 
campus. . g
Judging the contest * 
Mike Meyers, M *
•man from Fresno State CoteF
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Athletic program moving up
by RICHARD BOiCHETTI
!y»
„ \  W W k . . .
Sporte Editor
It hu been ton yoari «lnco tho 
cruh. Thi craih roforrod to 
occurrid In I960 when 16 mem- 
bin of tho then Mustang football 
Dun were killed In a plane crash 
while In route home from  
Bowling Green, Along with Its 
pwengeri the falling plane took 
fee Ills of this campus' athletic 
progrsni down with It.
Alter the disaster there waa a 
Krong general feeling on the part 
g (tudents and faculty alike, to 
completely banish sports from 
Mi campus. Although not totally 
ncceisful, the effect that those 
people had on the a th le tic  
program was a very cutting—and 
biting one. In fact, evidence of 
Mill quickly cited if one bothers 
to loos through the athletic 
ncords of Mustang teams from 
UN to HU. What you will find la 
i long list of losers,
But, things are changing! The 
sthletlc program la now 
breathing now air. Over the last 
two ysen great strides have been 
Nun to bring athletic prosperity 
bick to this campus. Already the 
dengai can bo seen In the 
MMattc program by taking notice 
g records and attitudes.
Novor before have records 
bun so good and never before 
lari so many people been par- 
tops ting in the sporting events. 
In the past two years the 
nntling, track and fencing 
ksmi have brought home 
Mlonal titles at one time or 
noth* and it appears that tennis 
•m bo added to that ever 
(rowing list this year. Also, the 
acciMful recruiting of athletes 
b obvious by the huge throngs of 
btdu that go out for the dlf- 
bnntiporte. A prime example la 
tk year's baseball team which 
terlod out with 71 people fighting 
hr different poultlona. This type 
dthlng Is happening to aU of our 
•Wetlc tarns,
Tte question that should be
raised la where do we plan to go 
from here? Are we content with 
the progress we have made or do 
we plan to build an even bigger 
and better program.
According to Athletic Director 
Joe Harper, “ I think It la safe to 
say we are Interested In being 
able to compete a t the best 
possible level where we can be 
successful. We want to progress 
and as Cal Poly grows the 
athletic program should grow 
alao. It would be » must under 
these circumstances to grow 
more.”
Asked If he thought this 
campus would grow enough to 
enter Into a league with San 
Diego S tate H arper replied, 
"Anything la possible In the 
future. Especially In these days 
when slse changes rapidly. 
Perhaps In five years college 
athletic teams will replace tne 
universities as the top people In 
sports.”
In order for any ath letic 
program  to grow It needs to 
recruit top flight athletes and In 
order to do this "you have to have
iltlve way about them,"
a fine educational program first 
In a nice place. 
You also have to have scholar*
and be located
toe la
ships to give and facilities and 
schedules to accomodate and 
attract people,” stated Harper.
All of this, of course, will not 
happen overnight. To have a 
program like the one described, It 
takes money. A lot of money! 
There is no way all this money 
will come In all at once,
The current program coats 
$126,000 a year of which after 
receipts are taken out comes to 
$66,000 which the student body 
has to pay.
H arper explained how the 
students would benefit from our 
current program and a larger 
one. "Students benefit as does the 
entire college, Its graduates and 
the community. 1 personally look 
at the athletic program as a 
public relations vehicle for the 
college. As the program goeo out 
Into the country people are going 
to hear about Cal Poly and If we 
have a winning program those 
thoughts are going to be of a 
positive nature. Then, when Cal 
Poly students are Interviewed for 
Jobs, people are going to think In
Welcome to 
Poly Royal
LEE’S
Restaurant
opposite Stenner Qlen on 
Highway 1
a pos
Harper s point la well taken, 
especially when one looks at how 
common place names like UCLA 
and USC are In our society. A 
great deal of their fame la do to 
their athletic prowess.
Harper wont on, "The athletic 
program also tends to unite the 
college as a whole rather than Ag 
or Engineering majors." A little 
bit of togetherness would not hurt 
this campus at all. When rooting 
for our teams, It la one of the few 
times most everyone la aiming 
for a common goal.
Where will the additional 
money for an expanded program 
come from? There are currently 
three main sources of money. 
The largest source is the Mustang 
Booster Club/ Next comes the 
Associated Student Body and 
then the Alumni Association.
To give you an Idea of how 
much Harper would like to see 
the program grow la better un­
derstood when you see some 
figures. A total of $$4,000 a year la 
now being appropriated strictly 
for financial aid for athletes. 
Harper would like to see that 
figure raised to approximately 
W5.000.
Harper explained, "Our goal 
relative to tho level of com­
petition In the California State 
Colleges, Is to accomodate 100 
a th le tes with some so rt of 
financial aid. We estimate this 
coat under the present set up.”
Back to the present, the growth 
of the Mustang athletic program 
colerated in the p u t  two years 
since Robert Kennedy took the
Eealdency of this college.irper com m ented. " I t  is Prealdent Kennedy's general 
attitude that success In the 
athletic program la good for the 
college as a w hole." Thus, 
re flec tin g - H arper's  public 
relations theory,
How would an expanded 
ath letic  program  effect the 
com m unity? Obviously, a 
nationally known college will
attract more attention to Itself 
and will expand in size. The more 
people that come to this campus 
the more money will be chan­
neled Into the community. So it la 
u s y  to aee how the community 
favors a strong and thriving 
athletic program.
The leaders of the community 
realizing the growth potential of 
this campus would like to annex 
the campus. It h u  been proposed 
If the annexation were to take
E'ic e  the city would pouibly lid a new football stadium. Harper la all In favor of the 
move, "T h ere  would be no 
dludvantage to the college and 
hopefully we would have a new 
stadium at virtually no coat to the 
collage.” This la a whole story In 
iteelf.
A new stadium will bo a must If 
the Mustangs are to go big time. 
F irst of an to attract top rate 
p layers we m uat have the 
facilities for them. Secondly, >in 
order to attract top competition 
you have to make It worth tho 
other teams while to venture to 
your campus. Why would teams
like San Diego State want to play 
In our Insane asylum which holds 
only 4,000 paying bodies when 
they can make a  bigger profit and 
gain more national attention 
playing schools with huge 
stadiums and crowds.
Whether you agree with an­
nexation or not, It does seem to be 
the qu lcku t way to get a new 
stadium. If we have to wait for 
the college to build one we will
Kobably be sitting In the old tuna h  can for another ten years. You have only to look a t the new 
student union which w u  sup­
posed to be completed last fall 
and the new track oval which w u  
supposed to be ready for use at 
the beginning of the track season 
to understand what I mean.
AU In all It will take time for the 
athletic program of this campus 
to become a major name In 
sports and much money wtll have 
b u n  spent In doing so.
But, who knows, the seeds have 
b u n  sown and are starting to 
produce fruit. Maybe In five 
years, weU. . .maybe.
B ro w n  sa y s lo b b y ists  
spend too much m oney
RAN FRANCISCO (U P I) -  
Lobbylsts spend an average of 
$60 a day en tertain ing  each 
state legislator In Sacramento, 
Edm und O. Brown J r .  said 
Thursday.
The lobbyists slso will pay 
half of the $16 to $20 million to 
be spent In C sllfornla on 
political cam paigns between 
now and November, he Mid.
Brown, son of former Gov. 
Edm und G. Brown, Ik g 
cand idate  for the Dem ocratic 
nomination for secretary of 
state.
The secretary of state Is 
responsible for recording ex- 
penus of candidates and
certify ing the elections of 
winners.
Brown, 32, a Los Angeles 
attorney, u y s  that new ways 
should be found by which tne 
public, ra th e r  than lobbyists, 
wUl carry the c u t  of campaign-
“t ,le  said  the lobbyists who 
spend millions are good busi­
nessmen. "They expect to get 
something for I t ”__________
Special Prices to Poly Students
MAO W H I IL B  H IA D Q U A R TIR S
•UOOCT TUMI 
■A M fU M IR lC A ftO
m a s t e r  c h m m
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Michelin X Tires
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KIMBALL TIRE CO., INC.
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New oeuld tk iri l i  a mere 
e$pre$rlete gift fer her ley.
MOTHER’S DAY 
May 10
IN  R IM  l| i l l  I l l ' l l  <N R*l f*  I I  M u - il l
Then the
"MOTHER’S RING”
The gift ef e mHHea 
hippy memerlee
Twin bends of 14 K s r it gold, 
which symbolize Mother and 
Father, srs joined by lus­
trous synthetic birthstonee, 
p i  for each child la  (he 
family.
with li. I .  Patent 
1 1 1 . . .  Look for I t
a te c
*1M,
CLARENCE
BROWN
J E W E L E R S
M 2 Hlguera 
643-644#.
Pollution problem stressed
T h e  y e a r  1970 la  a tilt a new  one an d  y e t we h av e  
• i iv i id y  le e n  m a n y  m a jo r  e v e n t!  in th e  new a, T he 
A pollo 13 m i s s i o n ^  u p p e rm o s t in ouo. r r . '- 'l a ,  b u t  1070 
h aa  a lao  te e n  th e  f ira t  m a ll s tr ik e  In th is  n a t to n ’a 
h ia to ry  an d  th e  re fu a a l of th e  aecond  N ixon  S u p re m e  
C o u rt n o m in ee .
P ro b a b ly  th e  m o at w idely  p u b lic ized  ite m  h aa  b een  
th e  g r e a t  c o n c e n tra tio n  of m illio n ! of p eo p le  oh th e  
p o llu tio n  p ro b le m  o u r  n a tio n  fa cea  to d a y . W ith  a d ­
v a n c in g  tech n o lo g y  m a n  alao  h aa  c o n tr ib u te d  g re a t ly  
to  th e  Im b a la n c e  of n a tu re .
B io lo g i s t s ,  l a r g e  c o r p o r a t i o n s ,  b u a ln e a a m e n ,
s tu d e n ts  an d  m g n y  o th e rs  h a v e  b a n d e d  to fc f th e r  to  
f ig h t th e  p ro b le m s  th a t  t h r e a te n  to  d e s tro y  u s a ll. ' ' V
W ith th is  in  m in d  w e in v ite  y o u  to  v iew  th e  m a n y  
e x h ib i t !  on c a m p u s  th is  w e e k -e n d . M an y  a r e  g e a re d  
to w a rd s  th e  p ro b le m  of p o llu tio n  a n d  p o s s ib le  so lu tio n s  
to  th e s e  p ro b le m s .
Aa you v iew  th e  e x h ib i t ! ,  v is u a l iz e  th e  w o rld  in a 
few  y e a r s  if th o ae  id e a s  a r e  n o t p u t  in to  e f f e c t .  T h e n  we 
hope th a t  you  w ill r e a l iz e  th e r e  ia s o m e th in g  y ou  c a n  do  
to  h e lp  s a v e  th e  w o rld  in w h ich  y ou  liv e .
W e lco m e  an d  w e h o p e  y o u ’ll e n jo y  P o ly  R o y a l  1970.
The Editors
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Isla Vista—
one man died
* • ---- ' ‘
Triday, April 14, ^970 •an Lula S5
byPAULTOKUNAGA  
Staff W riter
We Vista area near the University o f campus. A 6 p.m. to 6 a. m. curfew w et 
California at Santa Barbara. One stu- set fo r the area.
dant wot klllod ond many were arrested UM TELEPHOTO
Organization big job”
by SCOTT SMITH 
Stall Writer
Ai I drova away from hia 
houM, I thought about tha In* 
tsrvlew Don Colvin and I had Just 
complatad. I thought of tha 
planning, tha hard work and the 
ortra houra of worry a person of 
Mi poaiUon puts In to stage such a 
mammoth event as Poly Royal.
The position Don holds Is Poly 
Royal Board general superin* 
Mntait, but to put things simply, 
let’s call nlm "head honcho" of 
8m 38th annual Poly Royal. Don 
acquired his Job at an election of 
the Poly Royal General Board 
Juft two weeks after IMS's Poljf, 
Royal cams to an and. However, 
* wasn't a poet that Don waa 
Wimillar with, (or In ISM he 
n i assistant to the Poly Royal 
ftasurer, and In 1968 he moved 
up to the poet of Poly Royal 
buaurer.
4As Don stepped In to replace 
at.year's general suparln* 
teidant, Ed Wentsel, he was 
pwtod by his biggest problem: 
Rndlng out just what hit 
problems were. •*- •
"W« first sot up a committee to 
javtow the objectives of Poly 
Royal and Its problems. Then we
•d to decide Just what to do with Hum."
With the help of hia committee, 
Don discovered that the Poly 
Royal Board code could use 
•rtaln revisions. This code Is 
*»wn up by the Poly Royal 
“•td In order to set up an
organ isa tion , dealgnate 
authority, and delineate reaon* 
slbllitlea for the preaentatlon of 
Poly Royal. Don felt that the code 
uaed for 1968 was too narrow In Its 
rules, and that certain areas 
could be more general.
He atated, "There was a lot of 
stuff In there that didn’t make 
aenae to me. For example, I 
felt that there shouldn't be any 
Coronation Ball rule, becauae 
maybe some Poly Roayl Board of 
the future wouldn't want to put 
ana on."
So the new code waa written out 
with these types of revisions In
mind, and passed the Student 
Affairs Council.
"Wo were trying to tell people 
what Poly Royal waa all about. 
With at least 30 per cent more 
students and teachers, U makes 
the job a lot tougher."
Don’s point la made a lot 
clearer when looking at the 
growth and advancements Poly 
Royal has make In the last year. 
1869's total of concession stands 
at Poly Royal waa 84 compared to 
this year's 33. And carnival 
booths rose from II to SO. The 
rodeo stadium capacity reached
(Continued on page B
Photographers 
plan workshop
Through the combined efforts 
of • the* California Press 
Photogi|phors Association, 
(CPPA) and tha Journalism 
Department of this campus, a 
three*day photographers’ 
workshop la being organised for 
August 1171.
John R. Healey, Journalism 
Department head, stated, "This 
workshop is something wo have 
been planning and working 
towards for some time now." The 
workshop will be open to In* 
teraated photographers
throughout the state Including 
advanced students. Those par* 
tlcipatlng will be (bran actual 
^hoto assignments processing 
and printing their work in the 
Journalism facilities.
The photographers' finished 
efforts will be critiqued by out* 
standing photographers from the 
East and Midwest.
Arrangements for the three* 
day workshop are being made 
through Gary Glllis, president of 
CPPA and photographer for the 
lacremento Union.
"There’s som ething happening here 
W hat It Is ain 't exactly  clear  
T here's a m an with a gun over there 
T elling m e I got to bew are 
I think it's tim e we stop*
C hlldren-w hat's that sound7 
Everybody look w hat's going around. 
T here's b attlelines being drawn 
N obody's right If everybody's wrong 
Young people speaking their m inds 
G etting so m uch resistan ce from behind, 
What a field  day for the "heat"
A thousand people in the street 
Singing songs and a'carrying signs 
M ost ju st say "Hurray For Our Side" 
Paranoia strikes deep  
Into your life it w ill creep  
Starts when you're alw ays afraid  
Step out of line
The man w ill com e and take you away 
We better stop*
H ey, w hat's that soundT 
Everyobdy look what’s going sround . .
"For What It’» Worth," by 
Buffalo Springfield. A man waa 
killed last waakand. I think It’s 
about time that wa stop and look 
around and find out what it's 
really worth.
Kevin Morgan was a 88-year* 
old student who was planning to
K dusto In six weeks. "He didn't 
e an enemy In the world," 
according to his roommate, Tom 
Thomaidea, Jr., 81.
Moran was the oldest of ten 
children. His father, Malachy 
Moran, called his son "my good 
right arm. He set an example for 
the entire family."
Kevin Moran la the type of 
person most of us like to pattern 
our own lives after. He was a 
friendly person. . .  Intelligent 
and dependable. - 
"He had a certain moderation 
about him—he thought he could 
get the attenUon of any radical 
and talk to him," said his father. 
He never got his chance. He was 
cut down by a single bullet form 
the gun of a sniper early last 
Saturday morning In the Isla 
Vista district adjacent to the 
Unlveraity of California at Santa 
Barbara calhpus.
Moran had been studying with 
his roommates Friday night In 
their Isla Vista Duplex when they 
heard an appeal from UCSB 
atudont body president Bill 
James on the radio to students to 
help control the rioting that had 
taken place in the heavily 
student-populated district 
Thursday and Friday nights.
. They left their books, and 
joined by many others who heard 
the same plea, they attempted to 
quell the violence.
A Molotov cocktail wfs throwp 
onto the steps of the Bank of 
America, and Moran and his 
buddies attempted to put it out. 
The demonstrators surrounded 
the bank and closed In on It, In­
tent to bum It down as they had 
done to the previous structure a 
few months ago.
However, the word that the 
police had finally come spread 
through the grouping, and they 
quickly despersed. Two
X
truckloads of police drove up the 
street. Tear gas was shot Into the 
crowd. People began to run. A 
shot rang out A man was killed 
last weekend.
Some claim that the bullet waa 
shot from the gun of a policeman. 
Others claim it had to have been 
a sniper.
I was there last weekend. I 
wanted to see what a "real" riot 
was Uke: this college doem’t 
offer such a course In Its 
curriculum. When I went Into Isla 
sta I felt I had entered the 
lust like the majority of the 
rest of them I wanted to say I was 
there Just In case anything 
controversial happened. I would 
be able to come back to this 
school and tell some exciting 
yams to my fellow students. 1 
would make myself Into a hero. 
When the tear gss camisters 
were shot off, I ran as fast as the 
rest of them.
In many ways, the students at 
this school should consider 
themselves fairly lucky that we 
are able to pursue our studies 
without the hassles and la* 
tarruptions that those at UCSB 
are frequently hindered by. We 
are luck that we don't have a •  
p.m. to 6 a.m. curfew with 
helicopters hovering above us 
enforcing It.
But In another sense, we should 
look at their problem with both 
eyes wide open. This Is hardly an 
encouragement to riot, because I 
have yet to ferret out the cause 
that tnoae In Santa Barbara are 
risking their Uvea for, Martin 
lather King onoesaiA "If a man 
has not found something worth 
giving his life for—he Is not fit to 
Uve.'T I truly believe In this 
proclamation, but I lust do not 
see the reasoning behind the 
UCSB riots, except that it Is 
something to tall your grand­
children about.
Last weekend, this campus was 
preparing for the fun and games 
of this weekend's Poly Royal 
festivities.
Last weekend In Sants 
bare, a man was klllod.
PageB Audio Visual staff 
is service oriented
Graphic artist Don W llllam i prepares an AV display
Towers point 
way to events
Continued from peg* a
i  peak of 4200 Mata last year, but 
it was still not enough to handle 
the popular event. This year, 
instead of having only one show, 
Poly Royal will hold throe rodeo 
performances, glvlng^more 
people a chance to view the 
goings-on.
Still another problem that 
confronted Don was that of 
organising and directing the 
some 66,000 persons that are 
expected at Poly Royal. But when 
the curtain goes up Friday, 
visitors will not find themselves 
wandering around in a confused 
state of mind. Don solved the 
chaos by Innovating two ideas to 
Poly Royal: numbered maps of 
the campus, and 600 direction 
towers.
“We are trying something new 
with these towers and numbered 
maps in hopes of helping the 
people locate the various events. 
The towers are 13-inch cubes 
stacked atop one another with 
painted arrows serving as 
direction finders."
The campus maps numbered 
according to the location of 
events. The event listings are 
found on the back of the maps.
I then asked Don about an old 
nemesis—money. Where does the 
money come from to stage Poly 
Royal?
“The money is budgeted out of 
Associated Students, In­
corporated, < ASI). funds In turn, 
we budget the rodeo, publicity? 
the carnival and carnival dance, 
* the Western Dance, the 
Aquacade, and the barbecue. In 
other words, thoM things which 
make up Poly Royal. The money 
that is made from these events Is 
payed back to ASI. When Poly 
Royal was first established 36 
years ago, it was understood to be 
a non-profit affair, and it wasn't
tafritrt y/i aU, , '\
allowed to make money for the 
school or the students. We also 
try to put it on so that the public 
spends the least amount of money 
as poMibla."
All in all, I think It is plain to 
see that Don Colvin has strived 
and succeeded, to make this the 
38th Poly Royal, the best in the 
school's history. In his year at 
this important Job, he has kept in 
mind that Poly Royal should be 
gay and festive as well as serious 
and informational—yet he fails to 
take the credit where, Indeed, 
credit is due.
“One thing about Poly Royal is 
that everyone helps out. That 
goes from the administration to 
the janitors. It Is the best 
publicity this school has and it 
shows that the students get in­
volved. I think "Poly Royal will go 
on and on and on."
You can bet it will go on and on 
if there are more Don Colvins to 
run the show,
CCR display
Engineering East, Room 139 
will be the Poly Royal display 
headquarters for the California 
College Republicans. This year's 
Poly Royal activity includes a 
.non-partisan Gubernatorial 
Election Poll. Everyone is urged 
to vote in the poll as Uw results 
will be made public.
CCR will also be displaying 
information on current 
Republican office holders in the 
State and the nation, as well as 
information on past and preMnt 
CCR activities.
I/es Creelman claims he will 
get drunk and do a soft shoe on 
the main table, but don't count on 
it. He has no salt.
, byANNOMMERT 
Staff Writer
Deep-down under the Business 
Administration and Education 
Building is a basement filled not 
with musty, umIsss objects, but 
rather a piquant organization 
within this campus.
Two Intertwined programs, the 
Instructional Materials Program 
and Vocational Education 
Productions (IMP-VEP), work In 
a dual operation to form the 
Audio Visual Department. TheM 
two operations, working In 
unison, act as a producer, con­
sultant, and distributor of in­
structional aids not only for this 
campus, but also for the world.
It takes a large staff to keep an 
organization this large func­
tioning smoothly. There are 
technically three subdepart­
ments In Audio-Visual or A-V. 
Production is headed by John 
Hines. Services are organized 
under the direction of Marcus 
Gold. The head of IMP is Clyde 
Hoe tetter.
Wide, tilted drawing boards 
and stacks of paper, creative 
sketches hung on the wall and 
various machines fill the 
production room. Working inside 
v e  the two staff artiste, Don 
Williams and Karen Treanor. Not 
far away productions coordinator 
and artist Bob Reynolds has his 
desk. There are also three 
student aMistants.
Down the hall, in a fully 
equiped photography unit, Is the 
staff photographer Boyd Wet- 
tiauffer. He is in charge of the 
photography used for 
reproduction and copying pur­
poses. He also has several 
assistants. Their facilities were 
orglnally constructed as the main 
photo unit for the college.
According to Reynolds, the 
‘visual picture of Cal Poly is 
their major concern in produc­
tions." Requests by students for 
either personal, club or com­
mittee reasons are not filled, 
although, “we will give them
ideas." “We help the faculty with
visual aids, but If everyone came 
down we wouldn't be able to do It 
all," stated Reynolds. Not all 
teachers believe in audio-visual 
aids and some “still prefer the 
board and a piece of chalk."
In the same vk-tnity is a shop 
where classroom equipment is 
repaired by three workers. This 
Is Important to the system 
b€c*u,« damaged materials 
would otherwise have to be sent 
either to San Francisco or |,oo 
Angeles, making extra costs,
Four jobs of A-V are helping 
faculty - members with
publication, projects, public 
relations, and IMP films and 
r,“ nuali Th*y Put out filmstrips 
J*4* nianuals, handbooks' 
workbooks, charts, and overhead 
transparencies.
with* ,hCt*“ I procedur« begins with the question of what
teaching materials classroom 
teachers need. From here uS 
* developed by a special 
staff. A-V workers range^rom
people employed by the college to 
male students and coeds working 
full time and others working part 
time.
A-V was started at this college 
in 1964 when people from other 
departments worked in their 
spare time to get it rolling. Dr. 
Dale Andrews, now academic 
vice president, was then Mrvtce 
coordinator. Uter, the artists, 
photographers and other staff 
members were added.
Members of the Agriculture 
Department helped prepare 
various materials which were 
needed in their area. In the ftert 
year only two items were 
produced and both were for 
agricultural purpoMs. Because 
there sre only 10,000 professional 
agriculture departments in the 
U.S., no professional companies 
would develop the market. The 
idea of enlarging the department 
began when alumni began to ask 
for help from A-V in educational 
teaching materials,- 
In 196.1, the federal government 
passed the Vocational Education 
Act. This opened the door for the 
increased progress toward 
vocational education in the U..S. 
Some of theM grants were funded 
to California and it was arranged 
for Cal Poly tc obtain more 
money. Furthermore, it was 
established that the federal 
money would be matched by the 
state/Then, up to 12 items could 
be produced per year.
It wasn't long before requests 
came from alumni outside of 
California and In some cases 
outside the U.S. for materials. 
The department decided to sell 
outside the state for a two-fold
Ro se  flo a t 
is  tra d itio n
Students from two colleges 
have made It a tradition to enter 
« float in the Rose Parade 
competition for the past 22 years.
It ail began back In 1948, when 
an enthusiastic group of 
California State Polytechnic 
College students became In­
terested in entering a float in the 
Tournament of Roses Parade. 
They went to the Tournament 
Office and asked if it would be 
possible for them to enter.
They were told that there were 
no positions available, but that 
didn't stop them. They persisted 
until they were granted a position 
in the parade
Each year since that first entry 
m W49, the college has had a float 
entered In the competition. 
During that time it has also 
received seven major awards, 
mis year’s.won the "Princess 
Award."
Because the ‘ floift-hr cuTt- 
structed entirely by student 
volunteers, its cost Is con- 
slderably lower than costs In- 
cured by most of the other entries 
In the parade. It is financed by 
student body funds and a 
donation drive, which takes place 
on both campuses.
Each float Is a student project 
from start to finish.
reason. First, because they **, 
■pending partially federal fund, 
which are taken from taxpavsn 
in all states, their 
materials made with the mam 
was Justified. Secondly tK 
expanded production would love 
the price for California teschei 
Orders are now placed from 
every state In the union endow 
a dozen foreign countries In­
cluding both sides of the Arab- 
Israeli dispute. A11600 order «M 
recently received from Thailand 
government, according t« 
Hostetler,
Negotiations are being held 'or 
an international distributor of the 
materials. “It will be bettor to 
have a separate organization to 
handle non-domestic affairs" 
stated Hostetter, The main 
problem with A-V handling than 
is that they are not prepared for 
the red tape of customs tags, 
forms, and duties. Contacts are 
being arranged with a firm io 
England which is Interested in tte 
department’s activities, 
Possibly as early os nest year, 
the international sales will bo 
comparable to the national 
distribution. This would hslp 
by speeding up services to other 
countries and again loworinf 
coots to California teachers.
Man never thought that later 
generations would be able Is 
travel in space. What cowboy 
ever thought a machine would 
replace his faithful cowpony? It 
wasn't long age that people 
laughed at the ides of machine 
teaching people. In the eastern 
U.S., however, there is a school 
which has a completely 
programmed computer. Becsust 
of finances, this college Is s long 
way from that ides. But no 
matter how far, the future doe 
look mechanical.
This college has noted the in­
crease in computer assisted 
instructing and is constantly 
looking at new material," stated 
Gold. The more sophisticated the 
tool, however, the more «- 
pensive and the less likely It is to 
fit the budget. Services spent 
approximately $16,000 in 
equipment last year. The cost 
went almost totally toward 
“material which had been lost 
damgaed or stolen," according to 
Gold.
Possibly in the future thero will 
be anexpandingof the program in 
which all departments will 
request aids at the same rapid 
rate as the agriculture Deport­
ment. The problems of expansion 
stem from food limited resour 
ces, space shortages end owr-
worked equipment.
The A-V Department Is located
in an out of the way ares down 
and under, but it is far from 
unnoticed.
Monorail rid$s
■v
An operating monorail, tvt^  
failures, and an analog computer 
system are among the features * 
•School of E ng ineerin g  •<» 
Technology displays for ”oly 
Royal.
The monorail will be the mein 
fe a tu re  of the Mechanics!■<- mJL.
•*;» »' A1 “
FITZ ON FRIDAY
Haight campaign simple Frozen
is cool7 by JOHN FITZRANDOLPH Stall Writer
On my desk (and my mind) are 
mo article*: Ronald Reagan's 
sttlsment on how to resolve 
campus violence (“If it takes a 
bloodbath, let’s get H over  
with") and Seymour Hersh s 
piece’ entitled “My L ai. . .  A 
Heport on the Massacre and its 
Aftermath," in the May 1S70 
Harper’s extra.
Tiring ot those two subjects- 
my desk, like American political 
life, Is messy enough—I reach to 
the floor and pick up a ditto news 
release form Raymond Haight, 
Democrat (or Governor.
"Colors (or CalUornlans," he 
calls it A professor who enjoys 
leaching here but would like to be 
in Sacramento-’Tm Just as 
concerned with those attacking > 
Reagan as I am with Reagan's ' 
ipeech Itself"—Haight writes:
•To red, white and blue I would 
like to add brown, black, yellow 
and green. What do those colors 
mean tome? They are art. They 
ire beauty. They can be love— 
specially If they are together.
"Red stands for one kind of 
man. He is quiet, gentle, serene, 
one with nature. He tilled 
California’s soil first. He is the 
oldest, maybe the wisest.
"White stands (or another kind 
of man. He has been aggressive 
and violent but he, too, has been
CO*. He learned from the red i to live in this environment 
aid survive. He adapts, maybe 
Hu beet of all.
"Brown stands (or a third kind 
of man. He is a blend. He is the 
mixture of the continents of the 
red and the white. He likes to 
oooperate and enjoy rather than 
compete and attack life. This he 
does successfully probably more
than others.
“Black stands for a kind of man 
from the equatorial zone. He 
came to this country by force— 
not persuasion. Now he Is part of 
this ground. He has soul. He has 
boundless love, despite his 
repression, probably more than 
any of the rest of us.
“Finally, yellow stands (Or 
another kind of man, a man from 
wind swept deserts and tiny 
islands. He came to build 
railroads. He is one with his 
environment In a way probably 
superior to all others.
"And what of our on* 
vironment? The green is our hills 
and trees and the blue, our un­
polluted skies and waters. They 
can be so beautiful, so sup­
porting—or they can by ugly and 
devastated. Our very survival 
depends on the use of the green 
and blue by the red, white, 
brown, black and yellow.
“If I am elected governor, I 
will try to blend the special 
qualities of all these colors so 
they compensate each other 
rather than destroy, yet retain 
their individuality so they con­
tinue to create. (Signed) 
Raymond L. Haight; . .  - 
Democrat (or Governor.''
Now I dear my desk (and my 
head, the best I can) of murder 
stories and political Journalism. 
Haight’s news release—simple, 
peaceful, like his camalgn— 
remains on the little fold-down 
desk.
I remember the October 
Moratorium when Haight was 
speaking to a Mitchell Park 
audience. He was saying, In his 
thoughtful, factual way, that we 
as a society, are being pushed 
away from one another rather 
than Joining hands. We are
LETTER TO THE EDITOR *
EOP thanks
Mr. William C. Wallace. 
'Assistant Director) and myself 
m  more than pleased with the 
rocsot affirmative vote for EOP.
At this particular time in our 
mntry's development where the 
American minorities plight 
diould be heard over the roar of 
rockets for Interplanetary travel 
the cries of environmental 
|J*tniction, Cal Poly students 
••cause of their desire to better 
5* lot of humanity, have earned 
highest distinction possible; 
concern for fellow man. The 
CM Poly student body now Joins a 
" 7 salect group of colleges and 
universities throughout the 
United States that have followed 
rfKorlc with action.
It is our desire to acknowledge 
'^ tremendous support given by 
**■ and every Individual to 
nuke the Educational Op- 
portunity Program a success on 
•"•campus.
"• » •  extremely pleased with 
“•opportunities the Mustang 
J*y. and radio station, KCPR.
PW us to share our views and 
e*®ln* with the public, 
fe  realise of course, that we
ahead of m i fm
Our goals and aspirations are of 
the highest order, but we know 
that there are many, from the 
freshman who cast Ms first ballot 
to the President of the College, 
who will support us in our efforts.
^  Muchistmas racias
Richard A. Marttaos 
* Director
The Presidents’ 
noggins roll
SAN FRANCIBCO U P I- 
Presidents Richard Nixon and 
Andrew Jackson have lost the 
heads in San Francisco.
UJ. Grant, Teddy Roosevelt 
and Lyndon Johnson managed to 
keep theirs—hut they, too, had a 
rough night at the Wax Museum 
on Fisherman’s Wharf.
B o b  C a r r , assistant m a n a g e r  o f
the museum, said vandals In­
vaded the “UJ. Presidents" 
booth Tuesday evening and 
caused damage estimated at
IB« | Cii nil ;l '
divided and we are un­
comfortable, he uid, 
November’s Moratorium,
I recall, was the second time I 
had a chance to hear him. There 
was a radio debate. Haight was 
telling the anti-Moratorium team 
that youthful morality w u worth 
listening to—and he said that 
unless government responds to 
the resonable call for social 
Justice, the times will be 
achangln' for the worse.
My car caught fire Just before 
Thanksgiving. 1 w u on my why* 
to a laundromat which turned out 
to be closed—because of a fire. So 
I walked to another laundromat, 
where I met Raymond Haight 
again, and talked during both the 
wash and dry cycles.
With fire and car coats on my 
mind, Haight’s dispassionate 
personality w u a luxury I could 
not afford to pass. This Is not to 
u y  that Haight w u impartial— 
i.e„ Random House defines 
"dispautonate” u : “free from 
or unaffected by passion; devoid 
of personal feeling or biu; im­
partial . .  ."
He w u partial for puce, 
blacks, chicanos, all students, 
taxpayers, disenfranchised 
citizens of the state—and he 
expressed his partiality In terms 
of historical verity and con­
temporary reality.
Sitting beside the whirling 
machines, soap powder spilled on 
the table, s brassiere snap 
clicking In the dryer behind us, I 
listened to him and he listened to 
me.
Now, he is. running for 
Governor: still listening, every 
bit u  dispassionate as he was on 
thou Moratorium Days and on 
that Laundromat Day,
He deserves an ear, If not a 
hand, In his efforts. His campaign 
office is located at the corner of 
Chorro and Higuera; the 
telephone number Is MS40M.
He Isa Centurion waiting for an 
army of humanists who Irish to 
ive, not win, um numan race, 
“la the tMek of It"« V
by KIT WEINR1CHTER 
Staff Writer
Another breakthrough hu bom 
made on campus! The Food 
Processing Department has 
froun a whole hereford steer who 
has bun affectionately named 
“Charlie;'
According to Earl Cosms, the 
organlur, this is the first time a 
whole steer hu  been frozen. In 
Iowa, a caress* w u froun.
“The objective of the Iowa 
people was to demonstrate 
carcass cut ability by the carcau 
evaluation method. The steer is 
only Judged by its carcau. In our 
method we Judge the carcau by 
looking at the whole animal. The 
idu to freeu a whole animal w u  
prompted by the livestock 
symposium which Is sponsored 
by the Bank of America,'' uid  
Coama.
According to coama there are 
primarily four 
tibia for the proji 
They are Frank Fox, who made 
the purchau and u t the animal 
up on the rack, Frank Coyu who 
deaigned the freezing rack, Bill 
Papola, who w u assigned the 
problem, physically duigned the 
rack ana participated in the 
slaughter, and Cosma, who 
helped in the slaughter and 
freezing.
“The thing that is most unique 
about this project Is that thru 
departments participated in one 
u t goal," Cosma stated.
He said that the animal w u  
ucrificed in the usual manner, 
viscerated and bled. Then the 
steer w u set up on a rack by 
collars and an internal pipe. He 
w u then put in the cooler for two 
days. This w u done so Cosma 
could make sure that the animal 
would not shift in position. If he 
did shift he would not be com­
pletely frozen and could easily be 
repositioned
“In the cooler, the steer's body 
temperature went down to M F„ 
but when we put him in the 
freezer Ms body temperature 
wont down to -IS F. He hu h 
In the freezer for m  months,''fit
P a Q S C
steer
one
Going on, Coama said, “we 
were able to ch u t on Ms body 
temperature by the uu  of a 
thermocouple which gives 
various temperature read outs. 
In this way we can s u  how fast 
the steer’s body cooled down."
Cosma uid the steer w u cut in 
thru places, in the pin bone 
sirloin, 12th and 12th rib, and the 
6th and 6th. The cables that had 
bun Inserted wore taken out u  
the steer w u cut
"Even though everything wont 
quite well we did have some 
difflcultiu, Our biggest mistake 
w u that we over anticipated on 
many things. For example, we 
found out that the animal could 
be supported by thru cablu 
rather than five. In order to keep
the foot flat we 
leg splints. The -
to make 
nth tended to
togs
Cc
probls
large
droop open and the ears ugged. 
We tied the mouth shut and tied 
the ears up," he stated.
“There w u a root mark left 
after the steer w u frozen so next 
time we will sew the lips 
(ether,’’ he added.
.osma u id  that another big 
Siam encountered w u the 
build-up of frost. This w u  
taken care of by applying 
ethylene glycol, antifreeze, to the 
meat. This taku the glare off the 
meat that the frost puts on. Many 
timu this Is used when pictures 
are being taken of m ut. Another 
advantage of this chemical is that 
it dou not discolor the m ut.
“The advantage of this type of 
proceu  is that none of the muscle 
or fat h u  bam disturbed from its 
natural state. Also we can su  
where the hide ends and the m ut 
begins. Wo found out that the hide 
is thicker than we thought it to 
be,’’ he said.
“Now we can talk to both the 
producer and the retailer at the 
same time. The retailer can 
recognize the animal by the 
carcau and the producer can 
recognize the animal u  the steer 
in the field. In this way the 
retailer and producer can talk to 
each other abut the carcau and 
steer at the same time.
Th is
••
H
i affectionately named “ Chorilo" m 
Charlie", Is a firs t In food processing. during Poly
„  i<lii',siMfrr pill .ii f •:«|i .
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Cattle working tlmo is a busy timo on Iscuola's 
sprood. Horo students apply a hot iron to a bawling 
calf at branding. ______ ■
Five students 
win honors
Members of this college's 
debate squad won several honors 
at the Northern California 
Forensic Association's spring 
Individual events championship 
tournament at American River 
Junior College In Sacramento 
April 17*18.
Twenty one schools from all 
parts of the state participated In 
(he tourney.
Five students from this 
campus, Showanda Smeltzer, Ed 
Pinson, Bruce Wilkinson, Nevada 
Rae Barr, and Debbie Ware 
composed the entry In Reader’s 
Theatre at the tournament. 
Reader's Theatre Is a group 
presentation of literature. It Is 
theatre without make-up and 
costumes. The literature chosen 
jy the students was a collage of 
Vfark Twain’s writings, with this 
aresentatlon they won the third 
dace trophy in Reader’s 
theatre, and also qualified for 
he national tournament.
Upinder Dhinsa, a student from 
India took double honors at the 
tournament. He not only made it 
into the final rounds of two 
events, but managed to win the 
second place trophy In speech 
analysis and third place trophy In 
expository speaking. Dhinsa's 
speech analysis Is centered 
around a speech given by 
Mahatma Gandhi, while his 
expository spoeoh covered 
material relating to the “hucka” 
or Indian watarplpe.
Mias Barr made It Into the final 
round of novice oral In- 
terpretation with a perfect record 
In the preliminary rounds of
competition, three first places. 
Although she failed to place In the 
final round, a superior certificate 
was awarded to her.
Bill McDonald and Maureen 
Harden both were awarded 
certificates of excellence for 
their presentations In novice 
after dinner speaking and novice 
oratory. McDonald made It to the 
final round of novice after dinner 
speaking with a speech on Adam 
and Eve. Miss Harden's oratory 
on "Safe Driving" did well 
enough In the preliminary rounds 
to win her a certificate of ex­
cellence.
This college won as many 
awards as any other school 
participating at the tournament. 
The success at this tournament 
caps the year for the debate 
luad here. Anyone wishing to
participate In Individual events 
or debate next year should
contact James Conway In MSD 
104.
Dean named
E. Douglas Gerard, a member 
of this campus’ faculty and ad­
ministrative staff for 10 years, Is 
the new executive dean at the 
college.
Appolntemnt of Oerard. 41. to 
the post was announced bv Dr. 
Robert E. Kennedy, president of
the college, following the 
-----------------------l i d a r  *recommen tion of a committee 
composed of members of the 
college Academic Senate, Staff 
Senate, and Associated Students, 
Inc.
Ranch offers
by WAYNE CARTER .. 
Staff Writer
The agricultural enterprise 
system at this college has proven 
Itself as a unique way to aqualnt
students with lob skills in their 
leuivarious agric ltural pursuits.
' Allowing the students to view, 
first hand, the concepts that the 
classroom cannot offer, It places 
not only a sense of responsibility 
upon those who enter the project, 
but a chance to learn about the 
commercial aspects of 
agriculture.
These different enterprises are 
sponsored by the California State 
Polytechnic College Foundation. 
The Foundation, a non-profit 
organisation, backs the en­
terprises by supplying needed 
funds for operation. The en­
terprise, in turn, repays the 
Foundation for the loan. Two 
thirds of the profits from the 
project are divided among thoae 
who worked on It. The other third 
is returned to the Foundation.
One such system is the Escuela 
Ranch Enterprise. It covers 
about 1,800 acres, which support 
more than 180 of the enterprise's
cows and bulls. The project Is 
Flansupervised by James agan, 
who represents the Animal 
Science Department. Fifteen 
agricultural students work on the
project 
The system was constructed In 
such a way, according to 
Flanagan, that the students can 
learn to handle commercial 
practices which might be en­
countered after graduation. 
These students who work on the 
project make some decisions 
Toncernlng the cattle, make
reports on the operation and says
Flanagan, "I oven have
students figure a budget on a 
stical value and tax base.hypothec.. IH n __ -rmw, 
so they know what taxes and 
Interests on Investments they 
would be paying." Flanagan 
wants to make the project as 
close to the real commercial 
firms as possible.
The Escuela Ranch Is located 
off Highway 1, across from the 
entrance to Cuesta College
Flangan feels courses In beef 
cattle production, being able to 
ride and handle a horse, being 
available during the summer, 
and a desire to work, are the 
main criteria for thoae wishing to
enroll on the project.
Any cost for school or In­
dependent services required by a 
project comes out of Its expected 
profit. If the Escuela project, as 
an example, had a sick cow, the
doctor and medical fees that 
were Involved would be charged 
against the project. This holds 
true even if the campus 
Veterinary Science Department 
were Involved.
According to Flanagan, there 
are certain periods of the year
when the work-load la heavy on 
the project. Calving season Is one 
of these periods. This requires 
routine scrutinising of the ex­
pectant cows at least twice a day.
Several members of the project 
pridingtake shifts during the day, 
around and checking the cows for 
any difficulties. One shift may 
handle this for two to three 
f weeks, then another shift comes 
in to take over.
During the dry part of the year, 
the cattle usually have to be fed 
supplements If the types of
grasses they depend upon are 
depleted or lacking nutrition.
,  Late In February the calves are 
"worked", or In simple terms,
dehorned, branded, weighed, 
sted. Invaccinated, and castra  
addition, senior projects may be 
Initiated on the animals. This 
year, a portion of the calves were 
Implanted with hormones. This 
was to see if additional hormones 
will increase their growth. 
Conclusions will be drawn at the 
end of this quarter.
In mid-June, after they are 
weaned—taken away from their 
mothers—the calves are weighed 
to determine their pay wieght, or 
market price.
The Foundation usually buys 
the cattle back from the project 
at a price comparable to what the
students could get for the beef on 
an outside market. These steers
and heifers are either used on 
feed lots, other projects, or 
turned out to grass. Some of the 
better heifer calves, between 12 
to 18 per cent, are kept as 
replacements for the herd. They 
replace undesirable cows termed 
as "culls". The cattle that are 
replaced are usually sold to local 
markets. In reality, the project Is 
used for supplying cattle for 
additional enterprises on cam­
pus. In short, this Is a form of 
„ recycling.
The computer age Is being put 
tb good use by many commercial 
agricultural firms. The Escuela 
project Is no different. Com­
puters are used for tracing the 
calves to their mothers. The cows 
can then be Judged for efficiency, 
weaning weight of their calves, 
and their ranking. All this In­
formation Is kept pn computer 
cards, and can be recalled at any 
time for use In production record
analyses, _^_____________
The nutrition of the cattle 
centers around three categories, 
grasses, legumes and forbs. The 
type of range land In this area has 
annual grasses, says Flanagan.
Annual grass has a one year life 
cycle, 'rae carrying capacity of
the land is six to eight acres to 
one animal, per year. Bur clover, 
filaree, wild oats, soft chess, 
fescue grasses, and mouse
barley, are the grasses found on 
the acreage. When these grasses
taper off, in the late fall and early 
winter, hay and energy sup­
plements are used. Flanagan 
adds that the project’s land Is 
well watered and currently, 
range fertilisation Is being used 
to Increase forage production.
Angus, Hereford and 
crossbreds between the two, are 
the types of cattle used on the
E ject. The Angus are solid 
ck In color, Herefords red and 
white andjhe crossbreds black 
with a white face.
"You get certain gentle ad­
vantages In crossbreeding: 
Heavier calves, milking ability, 
healthier calves, and In­
troduction of another breed for 
muscularity," says Flanagan. 
These breeds are all kept 
separate and form their own 
herds.
A part of the commercial 
Hereford herd Is being used In 
progeny tests. This means that a 
number of test females are bred 
to a selected bull. The offspring of 
the bull are put on Individual 
feeding tests. When slaughtered, 
carcasses are followed all the
way through the slaughtorhoia. 
This will tend to determine! 
bull’s genetic charactering 
although this Is not always u» 
case.
There are a number o( 
progressive programs underwit 
now, within the enterprise it 
Escuela. Cross breeding, ruin 
Improvement, and 
pro vementa of records are soon 
of the programs.
Different agricultural mijcn 
are also working on the project 
along with the ^ animal idem 
students. These other majen 
learn the problems commercial 
beef prouducers have. And atthe 
same time learning his needs and 
how he Is progressing in beg 
production
The Escuela Enterprise offers 
student an la­the agricultural ________
sight Into the commercial basil 
industry. It offers a wide scoped 
Information, from the necesrity
of keeping records to the »  
rlmentaT aspects of the in-pe t
dustry. For those newly
graduated students wishing to 
nd < career In commercial bed 
production, It can prepare the 
student for some problems that 
can arise by taking the student 
out of a classroom and puttbg 
him or her Into a real lift 
situation. This enterprise will act
as a guide, when the graduate 
embarks lntI to the beef Industry, 
furthering his knowledge and 
preparing him for that big step.
Dance concert 
features variety
The Astec legend of how Ido 
began with the birth of the sue 
children will provide the them* 
for a featured act In the Spring 
Dance Concert, to be presented 
on campus May 1 and 1,
Being produced by the college s 
Physical Education Department, 
the program Is scheduled fori 
p.m. In the Little Theater. He 
pubtte it invited to attend.
With "Festival of the Artec 
Tribe" as Its title, the number 
which is scheduled to opentbe 
dance concert program, portrays 
how the, Astec culture *« 
dominated by war and death 
Other numbers on the Sprtnf 
Dance Concert program Inch* 
dances from the classroom, W 
dancing from around the worm, 
ballet, and an Oriental dancr 
Tickets for the dan<* corwn 
are priced at $1 for adults, and n 
cents for students. They ® 
sale April 20 at the Temporary 
College Union building 
campus and Gabby Boohsw. 
Brown’s Music Store 
Graham's Art Center®  
downtown San Luis Obispo
More parks
x  ^ - v
WASHINGTON (UPU-'J* 
Nikon administration wanti 
Congress to authorise s *P*  
cent Increase in money tor 
parks and recreation arese- 
from 8200 million to $300 million e 
year.Ual •
"Three-quarters of the PW* 
liva in and around °“r tnl”
VClassifieds are 
not too famous
p m  E
by BONNIE ANDERSON 
Staff Writer
Wh*t classified section? 
Comoired to the L.A. Times’ 10 
Met of classified ads, Mustang 
has reached one column. 
Proportionally that’s not too bad 
lince this isn’t the Times.
This newspaper is, however, 
Ihe prime campus medium with a 
circulation of 6500. The Mustang 
classified section was started last 
quarter according to Advertising 
Manager Ann Jones as, "A new 
arvice open to the students with 
reasonable rates that now makes 
advertising for students 
something other than an im­
possibility."
With all good intentions ac­
counted for, It still seems with 
much regret the M ustang 
classified section is near death. 
Miss Jones put it this way, "We 
had a bad start in that the first 
printing of the classified wasn’t 
clear, but after that It picked up 
and was rapidly expanding but 
Karting this quarter it has really 
dwindled."
Why? It was this reporter’s 
Intention to find out why and I 
received some answers I didn't 
expect. Record! were taken of all 
the students who had used the 
Mustang classified.
Thirty of the people who had 
taken out ads three weeks prior to 
the last Mustang issue (assuming 
they would have or would have 
not recleved results by then) 
were contacted by phone. They 
were naked two questions: 1.) 
Were you satisfied with the 
ervice you recleved? and 2.) 
Would you use the Mustang 
drained service again?
The remits were as follows: 
(Wy three out of the thirty 
contacted were not satisfied with 
Ike esrvice and only one of those 
■id they would'definitely not use 
la esrvice again. Tom Ryerson, 
t graduate student, explained his 
ad'a results like this, "I recleved 
more response from the down- 
Ww ad. I think the reason for 
Ui la that I was advertising a 
«r. Students have problems as 
■  m money and credit, that’s a 
common fact, and th a t’s 
y why 1 didn’t receive 
®jd> response on a car ad.’’ 
Another student, Don Lee, 
lophomore architecture major 
jwt It this way, "It doesn't seem 
» reach too many prople. You 
wnder how effective it is when 
you have to reahy hunt for the 
wctlon in the paper and see that 
wy s few people are using It." 
Jb t phone calls were a  real 
■*ibt to the problem. Other 
wn trying to convince one 
*mn' "no I didn't want the 
fwm in response to ‘wanted one 
roommate'" (I don't quite 
, , the specifications) and 
“wing another that I had no
mLT hl* *Peclal Sony tape 
order, I learned my original 
worywaswrong.Ihad assumed 
Pwple were dissatisfied with the 
wrviceand us a result would not
di„ nHn<* wou'd pass their 
J J  tofaetlon on to o thers 
J } 1"* of advertising. The 
J J w i actually I s - “no one 
U * 1; It must not work; 
Z rSH 1 Won,t bother with It." 
^  thsn they sU down, labor
over handm ade posters and 
distribute them to every cluW 
tered bulletin board on and off
campus.
Problem thus pinpointed one 
might just then hand it over to 
promotion (whoever that involea) 
to solve. Not yet! First before I 
continue let me extend my thanks 
to those 30 wonderful responses 
whom I'm  sure must have 
wondered, " la  she for 
r e a l . . .  who'd wunt to know 
about that!"
Next I called students who 
hadn’t advertised, and talked 
with some students between 
classes, lust to gain a general 
feeling of what were their lm-' 
presslona of the new classified 
section. The moat common 
response was, "What classlfiad 
section? . . .  Oh, that! . . .  I t  
doesn't look like a classified 
section."
Why doesn’t it look like a 
classified section? From the 
printers came the obvious an­
swer, "To have what looks like a 
‘real* classified section you need 
a lot of classified ads."
Now I caff* hand this over to 
promotion. 1 suppose in a way 
th is accom plishes some 
promotion itself, but I hope you 
read it as more than that. If you 
have something to advertise, It’s 
your service. Don’t lot it dir.
Does this really concern yout 
Next time you make all those 
hand lettered cards that often gat 
loat In the clutter, think about It.
Sea explored
The resources of the sea will be 
explored by the keynote speaker 
of live Agricultural Engineering 
Society banquet to bo held in the 
Elks Club In Sen Lula Obispo at 7 
p.m tonight.
Donald A. MacLtan, 
curriculum coordinator for the 
Department of {education, Dan 
Diego County, will discuss latest 
developments In oceanography 
including mining the sea, human 
consumption of algae and 
planktorf, undersea apartments, 
deep submersible vehicles, Sea 
Lab II, the marine mammal, 
saline water conversion, ar­
tificial gills for humane, and the 
changing world-wide weather.
MacLean is a part-time In­
structor In oceanography at four 
lty of California cam-Universlt
Home Ec day
A College Career Day for 
students .interested in home 
economics or child development 
caroers*wlll be held today.
Sponrored by the Home 
Economic! Department, the 
career day. la open to high schodl 
and community collage etudenla, 
teachers and counselors from 
throughout California.
Objectives of the career day 
program art to Introduce 
students, teachers and coun­
selors Intaraatad In child 
development and homa 
economics to the varied op­
portunities they provide and to 
campus programs, faculty and 
students.
A
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Judging mar* than 1300 nwwt and 
’ faotura photos entered In tho California  
Pross Photographers Association contest 
hero lo it weekend wore, (from loft)
M arty W ats, 
editor; Pros. Robert I .  Kennedy; and CIMf 
director.
Cash for study O  r \  V  \ r \ r \
M srasret Ann Jacobaon. an e ^
at a ‘ghetto’
a ga e ,
Interviewer on th# staff of the 
Placement and Financial Aids 
Office here since last September, 
has been aelected to receive a 
1000 cash award for graduate 
study in student placement.
Mrs. Jacobson Is on# of three 
persons named by the Western 
College Placement Association 
to receive 1970 Vera Christie 
Summer Fellowships for 1970.
Tho Vera Christie Summer 
Fellowship program provldas 
financial support for profoesional 
members of the placement staff 
at any WCPA member college or 
university for the purpose of 
pureulng course work designed to 
enhance his or hor 
professionalism In the field of 
placement.
Tht Vara Chrlatla award 
winner resides in San Luis Obispo 
with her husband, Howard, a 
social sciences major here.
The "ghetto" problems of Isla 
Vista, the campus community 
surrounding tho University of 
California at Santa Barbara, was 
tha main topic surrounding the 
recent Region 11 Sigma Delta Chi 
convention hold In Monterey,
"A compact student com­
munity with no resident 
businessmen; buildings "con­
structed by Nabisco;" high 
rente; few sidewalks and poor 
lighting and a hard drug ad­
diction problem which loads to 
thefts,” wore only some of tho 
problems surrounding tho 
community according to Jim 
Bottlngor, a past editor of tho El 
Oaucho at UCSB.
This Information and more 
stemmed from a campus panel, 
individual speakers and audtenee
'Round fh« dock It required If Mm m  architects hope
»• fin ish  their chores, and get a chance te enjoy 
Paly Royal.
.
comments at the Region 11 
conference. - ....................•
Representatives from Arizona, 
California, Hawaii and Nevada 
ware present at tha affair. Many 
of those In attendance Included 
members of campus chapters of 
SDX such as tho University of 
Nevada, University of Arisons, 
Long Beach State Collage, San 
Diego State Collage and this 
college.
One panel was devoted to tho 
recruitment of minority group 
Journalists. Charles Jackson, a 
recant graduate of this school, 
was one of tha panelists, Jackson 
Is planning to go on a speaking 
tour for SDX which will take him 
throughout tho country In an 
effort to find Journalists In 
minority groups.
More than 200 members at­
tended the convention, which was 
hold at tho Dal Monte Hyatt 
House on tho Monterey Pen- 
ninsula.
This campus chapter was 
represented by four SDX 
members: John Reynolds, Ken 
Kyland, Pat Linder and Ian 
McCabe.
Students teach  
In north area
Saturation in tho local area by 
student teachers has created an 
expansion by th# Education 
Department Into now counties.
Salinas Union High School 
District welcomed nine graduate 
students on March 20, according. 
to Richard V. Jonaa, 'Director of 
Student Teaching. Jonas Mated 
that these students are becoming 
more Involved in their districts 
by living In the area and are 
gaining "superior experience.”
Home Economics, Englldi and 
Speech are the subjects being 
taught by students In tha new 
Salinas teaching cantor.
/
Pressmen Tom Bethurum and Raul 
Chavox chock pages ono and 32 of this 
Poly Royal edition of Mustang Dally as
tho firs t of throo sections corns* o f tho 
pross.
■ Photo by John Hoaly
Garbage^or paving?
by J. Richard Mootori 
Staff Writer
Kennedy made his millions on 
Wall Street. Rockefeller made 
his millions on ou. saracusa is 
making his millions on garbage,
On garbsgeO
Who in the hell is Saracusa?
John Saracusa of Los Qatos is 
the Inventor of a revolutionary 
new say of disposing of soluable 
waste (garbage). This new in- 
vention could be the most ef­
fective way of getting rid of 
garbage — one of the nations no. 1 
problems of pollution — since the 
Invention of the can.
Saracusa, a brick mason by 
trade, became aware of the 
problem of disposing of waste 
while discussing the problem 
with his daughter's boy friend, a 
, He came up with an
burning of garbage, he proposed 
that the waste material be 
ground up and then burned at a 
very high temperature. With 
more in depth thought he went to 
Food Machinery Corp (FMC) of 
San Jose and told them the ides. 
After three years of research and 
experimentation, bids wore sent 
out for the manufacturing of the 
first disposal system.
The machinery consisted of a 
series of two crushing units, both 
powered by 600 h.p. electric 
i. The ‘engines first installation
grinds and crushes any size and 
kind of material, from tree
garbageman.
Idea.
stumps to entire refrigerators, 
into six inch chips. At this point 
any metals that can be recycled 
into industry are segregated.
conventional
" The remainder goes into the 
second crushing unit which
reduces the garbage into one- 
fourth inch chips. These chips are 
forced by centrifical force into an 
oven burning at 2700F. The 
garbage is reduced into an ob­
sidian like substance 1-260th of 
the original size. This burning 
process is smog free,
The final product is used in 
much the same way any gravel is 
used: in bed rock, asphalt and 
road pavement. Experiments are 
now being conducted for the 
possibility of using it as a sup- 
pliment in chicken feed.
Over |1.6 million was raised to 
finance the first plant. The 
alotted stock, at 120,000 a share 
was bought by the Tri-City 
Disposal Co. (Los Oatos, 
Saratoga, and Campbell), FMC 
of San Jose and the Penn­
sylvania Crusher Co. (The 
company that manufactured the 
machinery).
After five years frotp the time 
he came up with the idea, the first 
plant is now in full operation. The 
plant serves Los Oatos, Saratoga, 
and Campbell and parts of San 
Jose on a daily basis.
_  - V
Saracusa must not think the 
American dream is dead. He 
migrated fronaltaly to the United 
States in 1064 via Brazil. After a 
small financial failure in an 
apartment complex he came up 
with his garbage idea and may 
become the richest brick layer in 
Los Oatos. '
Economists have estimated 
after plants have been developed
every ton of garbage that goes 
the n
Iv o r hoard of tone of garbage being used fa r the 
betterment o f society? A now process being used 
experimentally reduces garbage into- small pieces 
o f reck that tan later be used in constructing reads.
in kh .mi iiiiiim .iiii.rii i' . Phefb"by J.
through machinery 
throughout the nation will be 
worth one cent to each original 
stock holder. Unless tho idea is 
made obsolete in the near future, 
Saracusa and his stock holders 
should make their millions on
Graphic arts
come‘alive’here
by CLAUDIA GALLOWAY 
Staff Writer 
“What we try to do is to in­
troduce something new into 
the course every quarter,” says 
James K. Rice about the graphic 
arts classes he teaches. The 
classes, Graphic Arts Processes 
(PT127), Advanced Graphic Arts 
(PT 238), and Screen Processes 
(PT 387) are primarily “service 
courses” of the Printing 
Technology and Management 
Department.
When Rice talks about his 
classes he becomes very excited. 
He believes there is a real need 
for people to be aware of how 
things can be reproduced. 
Graphic communications is such 
an important field today that it is 
necessary for knowledge of the 
area to not be confined to the 
printer, he says.
In 1963, Rice came here from 
Delano to teach graphic arts and
?ower technology in the 
echnical Arts Department. At 
$ at time, the 127 and 238 classes 
were listed in the catalog, but 
were not being taught. He revised 
the 127 class and started teaching 
it during the Winter Quarter of 
1964. The class started out with 
only one section, and the 
enrollment was almost limited to 
students majoring in Technical 
Arts. The following quarter he 
began teaching the 236 clean, and 
aeveral quarters later the Screen 
Proaeaaes class was started with 
only about ten studnets.
Since then, several changes 
have been made. The classes are 
no longer a part of the Technical 
Arts Department but are now a 
part of Printing Technology and 
Management. Enrollment in the 
127 class has grown so much that 
Rice only teaches the lecture for 
the class and other Instructors 
in the department teach the 
laboratory sections. The course is 
offered every quarter to ac­
comodate the students in Jour­
nalism and Industrial 
Technology who must complete 
the course to graduate.
Enrollment in the class isn't 
limited to any certain major, 
though. At the preaent time, 
students representing 17 different 
majors are taking the claaa, with 
some students from each of the 
five schools. Althogh the course 
wasn’t originally intended for 
printing majors, are now en­
couraged to take the course to get 
the "feel" of printing.
When the 127 class was first 
started, the lack of equipment 
made it Impossible for the 
students to gain experience with 
. all of the various printing 
processes. Every year, though 
. more equipment is moved into 
the laboratory, so students in the 
Introductory class can now have 
the experience of working with 
letterpress, rubber stamp 
making, screen process printing, 
offset lithography, bookbinding, 
and several other procesaes. The 
two latest additions to the 
laboratory are a line casting 
machine and a paper making 
machine.
In the advanced claaa, students 
continue working with the same 
processes, but are encouraged to 
do more work in their particular 
field of interest. Industrial 
Technology students with an 
education option are required to
take either the advanced cow, 
or the screen process clau t, 
meet their degree requirement!
Students in the Screen Procea 
class have the moet freedom * 
deciding what their projects til 
be. Althogh the student* in 
required to ubc several different 
techniques in doing their 
projects, they carry out the 
assignments in any way fry 
choose, so long as they
projects involving cartels
Eocesses. In this class, student 
»rnli to print decals, textiles, ad 
do cylindrical printing 
glaaaes.
One girl screened the is 
vitatlons to her wedding. Anodxr 
student spent an entire auartaria 
the Screen Process cum out 
taring his work around alas 
ironies. His textile project wist* 
print speaker fronts. One Job ha 
Rice remembers particulari 
well was a four-color prooseji 
undertaken by a group 
students. He says that as 
sidering the equipment they mi 
and their experience, tbs 
turned out extremely well.
Rice says that he Is “xl 
taught" in the field of gnpR 
arts. He received his degree k 
Industrial Education from Item 
State College in 1961 andi 
Master's from Fresno ItiU 
College in 1966. Before teacteag 
graphic arts and automotbaX 
Delano High School, he had wy 
little experience with gnph 
arts, other than having wortoda 
newspapers. When he wad b 
Delano, he expected to tad 
woodworking, but when th 
graphic arts teacher there tel 
Rice was given the Job, and "1st 
• 10 learn it.”
The way Rice learned whstk 
knows about the graphic arts te 
greatly Influenced the way a 
teaches. He says the key toll 
classes is to experience is 
as possible, and he operate w 
classes on an "expertetee 
basis.” Seldom does h* t*fl i 
student that something cent k 
done, because he would rster 
they try to do It and learn (roc 
both their mistakes and m  
cesses.
Sale banned
(UPD-tk
sent to te
SACRAMENTO 
Senate has 
unanimously and 
Assembly a bill 
California off limits U>
coats and o r
I'lii;
vicuna fu r l 
shoes. .
The measure by Sen- 
Beilenson, D-Beverly 
makes It a misdemeanor totna 
•Into California with the 
selling or actual sale* " 
made from,endangered
animals. __
The vote was Jfrd. 
Included in the ban 
such animals as xljifdg  
crocodiles, polar be*r*J*^J| 
ocelots, tigers, red and “ J  
wolves, sea otters, vicunss 
cheetahs. ^
It would be 111**! * £ 3
with the Intention to s ^ » “ 
within California tee WV"
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Roper Jerry Ke ll* slid* stops his horse 
as calf takss up slack.
T oday cow b oys and
cow girls, like these, from  
31 colleges In California, 
N evada, and Arizona, w ill
com p ete a g a in st each
other, the anim als, and tne
The 20th Annual Poly 
R oyal Rodeo w ill consist of 
th ree action  packed  
p erfo rm a n ces, F rid ay  
afternoon and evening and 
Saturday afternoon.
Robin Duncanson—-around the 
last barrel.
Photos by Barney Quezenske
n■ M S S S
J
region's number one cowboy lyes on goat, Sharon G ill leaps f r o m  h o r » «
AWMn Dick. , ,
« df . e f t  1 1 '  ’  I ff
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Mustangs come alive
by PAUL SIMON 
Sporta Writer
A new coach and a young crop 
of ballplayers soon may make a 
difference In what perennially 
has been a losing Mustang 
mu team.
The coach Is Augie Qarrtdo, a 
native of Vallejo, Calif., who last 
year was winning baseball games 
as coach at San Francisco State 
College. Once* challenger for a 
spot on a major league ball club, 
he now la hoping to create a 
winner here.
Qarrtdo Inherited a baseball 
team this spring that had only 
one winning season In the past 
decade. Not once In that span did 
the Mustangs capture the top spot 
In the California Collegiate 
Athletic Association.
They came dose last year, In 
BUI Hick's final season at the 
helm, only to drop a final three- 
game series against Los Angeles 
State CoUege. Going Into the 
aeries they held a S-7 CCAA 
mark-after the series they were 
8-10 and residents of fourth place.
The best year for baaebaU on 
this campus was 1982, when the 
team compiled a 20-19 season 
record while breaking even In 18 
conference games. Five years 
later the Mustang record had 
slipped to 8-27.
Much of the past faUure to win 
consistently can be directly at­
tributed to a lack of funds In the 
program. In previous years the 
Mustang diamond coaches have
been unable to offer i------------ ,
to baUplayers, and consequent 
have been unable to come up wit. 
standout performers, with a few 
exceptions. .
In fact limited recruiting has 
been done because tfiere has been 
little chance of enticing talented 
young men to the college. But 
with only seven returnees this 
year and a few \  
made available, Qarrtdo did 
considerable recruiting. He came 
up with enough boys to provide 
depth for each position on the 
team. Some are on the varsity 
club and the others are playing 
junior varsity ball. ^
The young Mustang coach does 
moat of his recruiting himself, 
although he relies on coaches and 
umpires he knows to supply him 
with opinions of ballplayers.
By bringing In so many players 
this go-rouna he can afford to be 
more selective next season. He'll 
know what he needs to round out 
the team.
Oarrldo acknowledges that 
this school cannot afford to 
subsidise a boy, and
flood prospects are lost to s with larger athletic 
budgets. “Financially," he says, 
"wwcan do a Job of helping a boy, 
but we cannot buy a player away 
from any school."
~~ The team got off to a poor start 
this season, and It hasn't Im­
proved a peat deal on paper, 
although the (nay has Improved. 
The Mustangs dropped their first 
eight games and 16 of their first 
20, which Qarrtdo attributes to 
two factors.
First, the newness of ths 
players to themselves, to the 
coach, and to the coach’s system 
would lead to a below-per per­
formance at the outset. A newly- 
formed team requires a period of
Dove Yeoxell, Mustang base stealer slides In
adjustment 
satisfactorily.
"Even the players that were 
here last year are playing In a 
diffgrant system," explains 
Oarrldo. "Each coach has his 
own way of doing things."
The second factor accounting 
for poor play Is the ruggedness d  
the schedule. It has always I
a policy of this college to compete 
against larger schools In non­
conference baseball games.
Holding to this unofficial 
commandment, the Mustangs 
played four of their first five 
games agalnit the University of 
Southern California and Stanford 
University. Next they tangled 
with Santa Clara, and In later 
weeks faced UCLA, and 
University of California teams 
from Berkeley and Santa 
Barabara.
All of these schools compete on 
the university level. Although the 
Mustangs lost all encounter! 
against the larger schools, It Is to 
their credit that two of the set­
backs were one-pointers handed 
out by USC, the nation's top- 
ranked university division team.
Oarrldo Is not trying to make 
excuses when he points out "by 
playing the difficult schedule we 
loet, and Its added to the dif­
ficulty of our players getting 
their confidence."
"We don't feel our record Is an 
Indication of the baseball wo can 
play," he emphasises. "In 
recruiting next year I don’t feel I 
need nine different players to be 
successful. What I need Is for the 
players I have to play the best 
that they are capable of playing."
The Mustangs have fared 
better against competition more 
on their level, and last week were 
M In the CCAA and battling for 
first place laurels.
to A function to handle the situations that come 
up."
The coach Is a strong advocate 
of doing moot Instructing In 
practice during the week, Instead 
of at the games. "You have to get 
your players prepared to prac­
tically coach themselves on the 
field," he Insists, "and that can 
only be done during the week." 
Oarrldo does make ad­
justments for the players and 
Issue Instructions during games, 
but his actions are far leu  than
based*' Philosophy of winning Is
things," _ ______ ______
alvely and offensively. I like to 
think that we are well-prepared
most coaches. Owing to the In­
tense mlddle-of-the-week 
training he gives his team 
members, he relies on them 
knowing how to play particular 
situations.
His coaching system centers 
around strong defense and pit­
ching, and the results this season 
have demonstrated this . Moat of 
the games the Mustangs have 
won have been low-scoring, near- 
flawless fielding contests. In 
seven of the team's nine victories 
In Its Initial SO games the pitching 
staff held the opposition to two or 
less runs.
At the plate the Mustangs have 
lacked any semblance of power 
for the moot part, and most of 
their losses result from the weak 
hitting. In 24 of the SO games the 
Mustangs tallied leu than three 
nuts.
The Mustangs play their home 
games on a ball diamond ad­
joining the old track at the nor- 
thwut comer of the campus. 
Dimensions of the field are 380 to 
straightaway left field, 400 feet to 
center, 280 to right field, and 300 
feet down the right field line. The 
outer edge of the track borders 
the right field fence,
Oarrldo does not think the short 
distance to right field has af­
fected his team much this year, 
although he admits, "It might 
have affected our hitting In the 
beginning. It’s speculation, but 
we weren't hitting."
He also notes that the wind that
Photo by T ro lf h Podde
usually blows In makes It ex­
tremely difficult for a hitter to 
knock a ball over the right field 
fence.
Plans were drawn up over four 
years years ago, calling for the 
diamond to be relocated at a site 
bprderlng Grand Avenue and 
Sack Street at the southeast 
corner of the campus.
The reason behind the proposed 
relocation, according to Dean 
Carl Cummins, of Applied Arts, Is 
not so much due to the present 
field's layout, but Instead to a 
need to increase the college's 
parking facilities and to provide 
an added entrance road to the 
campus.
The master plan shows 
California Boulevard being 
extended north through where 
the field Is now located. The road 
would then curve westward past 
the agriculture units, under the 
Southern Pacific railroad tracks, 
and would Join State Highway 1.
Funds for the relocation were 
channeled elsewhere when 
Ronald Reagan assumed 
the governorship of California, 
and it remains to be seen when 
the project will be completed 
According to Douglas Gerard, 
executive dean fo facilities 
planning, an optimistic guess 
would place the event four years 
awsy.
- State funds may be a long time 
coming, uld Gerard recently , 
because the school does have a 
ball diamond that Is completely 
useable. However, he felt that as 
the parking facilitied’ cannot be 
Increased nor can California 
Boulevard be extended until the 
diamond la moved, the relocation 
will be given a high priority.
The status of the proposed ball 
diamond Is similar to that of the 
baseball team—the best will 
come In time. For the team, 
however, that time may not be 
far off.
S u c c s m  and 
a tennis coach!
by RUIIBRABENAC 
Sports Writer
What makM an athletic ten, 
success?
This question Is often uk 
and it Is usually agreed theta 
coach makes the deference. Its 
coaches who turn out wtoia 
teams consistently it one gS 
tend to do the same thlM iZ 
they take charge of «a|| 
team.
Suet) Is the case with Vadk
Tennis Coach Ed JorgM*
He has probably been ocMto 
In the CCAA longer than •  
else starting his coaching caw 
In 1947 as Varsity Bateau 
coach. Due to hla outstanding 
with the hoopers, he wee tel 
given the responsibility of behq | 
tennis coach.
He continued coschliq to 
teams until 1967, at which timek 
took a Mbattical leave 1  
cumulative total as bateittu 
coach for 19 years was tote 
As tennis coach, he has ala 
been successful, despite havtei 
to vie with large schools neks 
Cal State Long Beach, Baa Dtegi 
State and LA 8teto.
Last year, the team conptkdi 
12-8 record while placing toI 
the CCAA.
This year, the team Is hotel 
one of Its beat seasons, aorta
an 18-3 record, They are allow 
leading the CCAA with I M
r e c o r d .________
Coach Jorgensen's record I 
tuna sing despite the poor am  
the ASInas been giving him. las 
year, he had a $1,040 budget b 
work with and had to scrimp b 
get through the year.
This year however, ASI load 
In their hearts to cut the budget 
I860. Without some 
donations, he would not Is 
it through the season.
The coach also goto no 
theway of scholarships, 
makes It difficult for him 
recruit.
So out of necessity, J 
developed his own 
system. He takes road trip* 
woos outstanding high c 
athletes. He also goto help 
alumni, who send pr^ ? 
prospects here to look srosnl 
Om  of the reasons the teem 
been doing So well lately h 
availability of Jorgensen, 
he no longer has to take osrt 
the basketball team. J« 
now has a year roundThe program begins In w
at which time the tea® 
centrates on physics 
ditioning and fundamental 
Jorgensen has an 
conventional attltudoi 
training, not heuertsi 
peaking. "I don’t believe a 
old adage that 
p-r -  I m l r t i M J * »
can Improve tto Pte&» 
for ms nee In plsylnig ability
m aintain his < •ant«y®*J,\  
participating then he 
tlnue to perform wsu 
In training rathwthsnhsrig 
while learning fundaments 
take hte edge away art
the player to lose Inters® 
desire. ,
Jorgensen tokos t he - -  
out of training b>' J jJ J  
players play 
practice. Said 
our whole
good competition.
I
